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Strengthening the 

Defence Industries 

R&D in an increasingly 

complex dynamic 

context 

Following an invitation of the Chairman of the 
Supreme Organizing Committee of IDEX 2021, 
the General Director of the GDDIA, Lieutenant 
General (rtd) Theodoros Lagios (HAF) 
participated as a speaker in the International 
Defence Conference 2021, presented the topic 
«Strengthening the Defense industries 

Research and Development in an increasingly 

complex dynamic context»  

The conference was held under the theme of 
‘The Prosperity and Development of Artificial 
Intelligence, Advanced Technology and the 
Protection in the Era of the 4IR’. It was organized 
by the Abu Dhabi National Exhibitions Company 
(ADNEC) and the Tawazun Economic Council 
(Tawazun), in cooperation with the Ministry of  

Defense and the General Command of the UAE 
Armed Forces. His Excellency Mohammed bin 
Ahmed Al Bowardi, Minister of State for Defence 
Affairs in the UAE, inaugurated the conference. 

At the verge of the Fourth Industrial Revolution 
(4IR), critical aspects of human activity suffer the 
process of intense, transformative changes. The 
ongoing automation of traditional manufacturing 
and industrial practices, along with a fusion of 
technological advances in Artificial Intelligence (AI) 
partnered with machine learning, robotics, 
integrated and networked advanced sensor 
technology, Internet of Things (IoT), machine-to-
machine communication (M2M), genetic 
engineering, quantum computing, additive 
manufacturing, etc, are leading to a paradigm shift 
that is profoundly altering the way we live and 
radically disrupting almost every business sector, as 
well as defence capabilities, cooperation and 
planning. Autonomous systems powered by AI are 
set to play an increasing role in defence and 
security, by reducing manpower demands, 
expediting decision making and taking over 
dangerous tasks.   

Having in mind that technological superiority 
was always considered as key factor for strategic 
superiority, focusing on defence industry innovation 
constantly emerges as a challenging objective.  This 
kind of innovation, as a crucial factor for the 
optimum adoption and usage of disruptive, 4IR 
technologies in the defence sector, can be 
effectively mobilized by strengthening the defence 
industry’s R&D outcome. But this is not always an 
easy to solve issue.  

In principle, governmental funding of basic and 
applied research is not a panacea. Enforcing the 
defence industry and technological base by 
promoting collaboration across commercial actors, 
government sector and academia (applied research 
sector) is considered fundamental. Recognizing the 
dual nature of modern technologies and 
applications (civil and military), it becomes obvious 
that important benefits can be ensured by fostering 
technology spin-in from the civil to the military sector 
and facilitating relevant collaborations. A reciprocal 
transfer of know-how between the military and 
civilian sectors could be achieved. The industrial 
collaboration is becoming much more efficient and 
productive, when it takes place at a cross-border 
level. A way of effective collaboration is the creation 
of clusters of entities in specific technological areas. 
Clustering can speed up innovation, increase 
productivity of individual companies and stimulate 
new businesses in each technology field.  
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Additionally, the rapidly progressive, but also 
complex and unpredictable features of the 4IR 
innovation procedures demands the constant 
adaptation of the R&D processing and the fast 
elaboration of new R&D models.  

Bearing in mind that the bringers of innovation 
are, mainly, the Small and Medium Enterprises 
(SMEs), as well as the Academia and the Research 
& Technology Organisations (RTOs), it is a 
straightforward deduction that those actors must 
play an important role in the effort and consequently 
participate in future collaboration schemes. These 
public-private partnerships seem as a flexible way 
to efficiently align governmental R&D investment 
with private investments in the commercial sector. 

The main constraints to Defence Industry R&D 
in the current environment and the short-term (mid-
term) are of course the consequences of the 
economic crisis, leading to lack of resources.  

We can also foresee other impacts of the 
Covid-19 pandemics, concerning dysfunctions and 
retardation of the R&D and academic procedures. In 
addition, we cannot ignore the fragmentation and 
the low interconnection of certain research and 
innovation aspects. Most disruptive and 4IR 
technologies are not technically mature and have 
not be designed with the defence and security 
operational needs in mind, so additional R&D 
processing and a certain degree of adaptation to the 
operational field are considered essential. R&D by 
definition is a risky investment, but failure can 
actually be one of the desired features of advanced 
R&D, because it demonstrates that a given 
technology cannot be used by the enemy. 

As emerging technologies are being integrated into 
weapon systems, ethical issues are becoming 
increasingly important and need to be properly 
addressed. For example, the level of human control 
in engagement decisions of autonomous weapon 
systems, needs to be determined and properly 
regulated. Industry, as well as Academia, can 
contribute much in this task, because they can 
identify all different aspects and implications of 
those technologies during the research phase. 
Thus, by participating to relevant working groups, 
they can inform corresponding regulatory processes 
for the design of the concerned capabilities. 
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Greek Foreign Minister Nikos Dendias visited 

Turkey 

On 15 April 2021, Minister of Foriegn Affairs Nikos 
Dendias and his Turkish counterpart Foreign 
Minister Mevlut Cavusoglu met in Ankara in an 
effort to smooth over months of tensions.  Each side 
expressed its positions, both during the talks and 
publicly. In this context, Dendias set out Greece’s 
firm positions, which are well known in any case. It 
was obvious that there is lack of agreement on 
several issues. 

 ©www.c6f.navy.mil 

The purpose of hiw visit to Ankara – the first visit by 
a Minister of Foreign Affairs since 2015 – was to 

discuss the prospects for a positive agenda with 
Turkey so that, in an initial stage, there could be a 
climate of de-escalation, not agreement.  The firm 
goal of the Greek government is to improve both 
Greek-Turkish bilateral relations and EU-Turkey 
relations. Therefore, Dendias submitted specific 
proposals in several important sectors.  

These include economy, trade, transport, electricity 
– in the context of cooperation with Bulgaria, as well
– telecommunications, and so on. At the same time,
Greek Minister proposed meetings of the relevant
working groups, some of which have not met for
years now. This initiative met with an immediate
positive response from Turkey, which also
submitted its proposals, creating a clear framework
within which we can talk constructively.

A meeting between Foreign Minister Nikos Dendias 
and Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdoğan also 
took place at the Turkish Presidential Palace in 
Ankara lasted about an hour. 

Greek Prime Minister Kyriakos Mitsotakis 

visited the USS Dwight D. Eisenhower 

Greek Prime Minister Kyriakos Mitsotakis visited the 
USS Dwight D. Eisenhower, flagship of the IKE 
Carrier Strike Group, during a scheduled port visit 
in Souda Bay, Greece, March 23, 2021. 

GENERAL 



Ambassador Geoffrey R. Pyatt, U.S. Ambassador 
to Greece, and Adm. Robert P. Burke, commander, 
U.S. Naval Forces Europe and Africa met the Greek 
delegation aboard the aircraft carrier to continue to 
build the steadfast partnership between the U.S and 
Greece.   

"Hosting the Prime Minister of Greece, the 
American Ambassador to Greece and leaders of the 
Hellenic Armed Forces was an absolute privilege 
and fantastic opportunity to thank our generous 
hosts and friends for an incredible visit,” said Capt. 
Paul Campagna, commanding officer, USS Dwight 
D.Eisenhower (CVN 69).

The visit follows the IKE CSG conducting maritime 
interoperability exercises with the Hellenic Naval 
forces and represents the strong strategic 
relationship of the United States’ presence in 
Europe for over 70 years.  

4th round of talks between the Ministries 

of National Defense of Greece and 

Turkey on MOE 

On April 19, 2021 it was announced that the 
Ministries of National Defense of Greece and 
Turkey have agreed to hold the 4th round of talks 
on Confidence Building Measures (MOE). The date 
and other details of the upcoming meeting will be 
decided soon. 

Readout of Secretary of Defense Lloyd 

J. Austin III's Phone Call with Greek Minister

On 1st April 2021. Secretary of Defense Lloyd J.
Austin III spoke by phone with Greek Minister of
Defense Nikos Panagiotopoulos to reaffirm the
strong and deepening security partnership between
the United States and Greece.

MINISTRY OF DEFENCE 



Secretary Austin thanked Minister 
Panagiotopoulos for hosting U.S. forces at Souda 
Bay in Crete and expressed appreciation for 
Greek Prime Minister Mitsotakis’s visit to the USS 
Eisenhower aircraft carrier on March 23.  He 
highlighted our strong bilateral defense 
cooperation, marked by an expansion of the 
presence of the United States in Greece during 
the past year, with the homeporting of the USS 
Hershel “Woody” Williams expeditionary mobile 
base at Souda Bay.  Secretary Austin noted that 
our deepening relationship is a dividend of the 
2019 update of the U.S.-Greece Mutual Defense 
Cooperation Agreement. The two leaders also 
discussed the positive diplomatic developments 
and efforts to reduce all tensions in the Eastern 
Mediterranean, where the Secretary welcomed 
ongoing exploratory talks between NATO Allies 
Greece and Turkey and the commitment of both 
governments to this process.  The leaders 
committed to being vigilant regarding threats to 
stability in NATO's Southern Flank, including from 
Russian malign influence.   Secretary Austin noted 
Greece’s consistently exceeding NATO defense 
spending goals, which is a vital investment to 
maintain a strong Alliance.  He mentioned the long-
standing strategic relationship between our two 
militaries afforded by Greek investments in U.S. 
defense systems and noted the Hellenic Navy’s 
Frigate Modernization Program would be a 
generational opportunity to expand our naval 
partnership. 

Minister of National Defence participates 

in Teleconference on Sub-Saharan Africa 

by initiative of the French Minister of 

Defence Mrs. Florence Parly 

On 10 March 2021, the Minister of National Defence 
Mr. Nikolaos Panagiotopoulos participated in a 
teleconference of the Coalition for the Sahel 
organized by initiative of the French Minister of 
National Defence Mrs. Florence Parly. 

During the teleconference, which was also attended 
by the High Representative of the EU Mr. Josep 
Borrell, Ministers of Defence of EU Member-States, 
the Under-Secretary General of the United Nations 
Mr. Jean Pierre Lacroix, Defence Ministers of Sahel 
countries and representatives from the US and 
Canadian Departments of Defence, they discussed 
matters pertaining to the security and operations 
situation, the reinforcement of the battle against 
terrorism and the international support to the 
countries of the region. 

In his address the Minister of National Defence 
highlighted the importance of the actions taken by  

the EU, its Member-States and the international 
community to promote stability, security and growth 
in the countries located at the so-called “Sahel” 
region. He also pointed out the serious 
consequences caused by the destabilization of the 
region to the wider geopolitical environment, to 
illegal migration and maritime security. Mr. 
Panagiotopoulos stressed that the recent 
appointment of a Special Envoy of the Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs on Sahel matters and the 
reoperation of the Greek Embassy in Senegal, 
highlights the importance attached by Greece to this 
region, to the development of relations with West-
African countries, as well as its international 
presence in the context of defence diplomacy and 
peace operations. It is noted that the nine countries 
located (entirely or partly) in the Sahel region, are 
amongst the poorest in the world. These are 
Burkina Faso, Cape Verde, Chad, the Gambia, 
Guinea Bissau, Mali, Mauritania, Niger and Senegal 
with a total population of more than 100 million.  

HELLENIC ARMY 

Signing of the Sixth (6th) Amendment of 

the Contract No.: 034A/03 between the 

Hellenic Ministry of National Defence and 

NH Industries Company 

On Thursday, April 8, 2021, the Sixth (6th) 
Amendment of the Contract No.: 034A/03 was 
signed, which concerns the “Supply of sixteen (16) 
Transport Helicopters NH 90 – four (4) Special 
Operation Helicopters NH 90 and four (4) Medical 
Evacuation Sets” between the Hellenic Ministry of 
National Defence, which was represented by 

HELLENIC ARMED FORCES 

ARMAMENT PROGRAMS 





GDDIA’s General Director, Lieutenant General 
(Rtd) Theodoros Lagios (HAF) and the NH 
Industries Company, which was represented by 
Head of Export Variants of NH Industries, Mr. Ernst 
Heckert, and the NH90 Program Manager for 
Greece at Airbus Helicopters, Mrs. Isabel Humby. 

HELLENIC NAVY 

The new frigate of the Hellenic Navy 

The Hellenic Navy’s frigates program amounts to 5 
billion euros, and includes the construction of four 
new frigates, the upgrade of the existing four MEKO 
class frigates. Maximum percentage of local 
co-production is required in order to strengthen 
local shipyards.  

The program also stipulates the provision of an 
intermediate solution 2 or for used frigates which 
will replace the 40years old S-class frigates. 
International competition is under way.  

Candidates’ companies which have already 
presented formal proposals to the Greek Ministry of 
Defence are,  

• Naval Group, Thales, MBDA have recently
submitted a new offer.  It consists in FDI
Frigates as part of a global strategic
package. The proposal includes the
construction of one of the new Frigates in
France with a delivery date in early 2025,
while the other three new frigates,
according to the proposal, will be built in
Greek shipyards. and is supported by the
French government.

• Spanish shipbuilder Navantia is proposing
two new and modern designs for the
Hellenic Navy frigate requirement: The
F110 Frigates, currently being designed for
the Spanish Navy are part of a wider
package offer by the shipbuilder with full
support of the Spanish government.

• Dutch shipbuilder Damen is proposing a
new design for the Hellenic Navy frigate
requirement. The brand-new SIGMA 11515
Frigates are part of a wider package offer
by Damen in partnership with Thales
Nederland, with support of the government
of The Netherlands.

• The German proposal concerns the supply
program of four frigates for the Hellenic
Navy and seems to include the offer of four
new A-200 frigates, or two plus two A-200

and A-300 and is supported by the German 
government. 

• The MMSC is a variant of the U.S. Navy
Littoral Combat Ship (LCS). According to
Lockheed Martin, the ship’s capability
configuration is designed to address
customer needs and is supported by the
USA government.

• British shipbuilder Babcock is proposing its
Arrowhead 140 design for the Hellenic
Navy frigate requirement. The vessels,
based on the future Type 31 frigate of the
Royal Navy, are part of a wider package
offer by the shipbuilder which partnered
with Thales UK, and is supported by the
British government.

HELLENIC AIR FORCE 

F-16V Viper upgrade

The first of 84 Greek Lockheed Martin F-16 fighters 
to be upgraded to the F-16V Viper standard took to 
the skies for the first time on January 17 and is now 
in Texas and at the Lockheed Martin Aero facility. 
The upgrade to the Viper version is a collaboration 
between the Hellenic Defense Industry (EAB) and 
Lockheed Martin.  

In Texas, all the necessary ground and flight tests 
will be performed, including simulation in special 
cabins, to determine that the aircraft meets all the 
necessary specifications. 

The F-16V had been upgraded at the Tanagra 
facility of Hellenic Aerospace Industry (HAI), which 
is to carry out the modifications to the fleet in a 
program that was approved by the U.S. government 
in October 2017. The value is estimated to reach 
around $1.5 billion. 

The first airframe, carrying the serial number 005, 
was originally delivered in 2009 as an F-16C Block 
52+ with Pratt & Whitney F100-PW-229 engine as 
part of the Peace Xenia IV sale. Greece acquired a 
total of 90 Block 52/52+ aircraft and the survivors 
are the subject of the upgrade.  

The Hellenic Air Force (HAF) also received 80 Block 
30/50 aircraft powered by the General Electric 
F110, but they are not part of the F-16V program. 



MILTECH HELLAS S.A. is one of the leading 
Hellenic companies in the defense sector 
specializing in the design and manufacture of high 
quality electronic products for defense applications. 
Established in 1997, it has been collaborating with 
local and foreign companies in technology upgrade and 
exchange programs, along with co-production of 
defense equipment and systems. Miltech’s area of 
expertise includes design, development and 
production of leading edge technology aerospace 
electronics, communication and avionic products, 
thermal surveillance systems, equipment and 
harnesses.

In particular, Miltech Hellas has designed and 
developed, among others, Avionics Aerospace 
Electronics, Cockpit Displays, Electrical Power 
Boxes, Chaff / Flare dispensers, Aero Structural 
Assemblies and Electrical Harnesses for 
Helicopters and Aircrafts. Being a flexible and 
customer oriented company, Miltech Hellas can 
provide customized solutions tailored to user needs and 
operational requirements. Along these lines, Miltech 
has developed special Purpose on-demand devices 
and systems for air-based Applications such as 
HDD-55L Head Down Display, an upgrade for the 
existing 5’’x5’’ Head Down Display (HDD) of the Mirage 
2000 EGM/BGM. The new HDD utilizes the latest 
Active Matrix Liquid Crystal Display (AMLCD) 
technology and it is a Form, Fit & Function (F3) 
replacement of the existing CRT (Cathode Ray 
Tube) units. No further modifications are required to 
either the Mirage 2000 aircraft or the associated 
aircraft systems. Furthermore, it developed the 
ATE-2000 Test Bench for HDD-55L and a Harness 
Health Monitoring Tester which has the ability to detect 
the location of any fault existing in the wire, using 
advanced technologies in the areas of TDR and signal 
processing.

Gun Kit assembly Pylon assembly

AMLCD Head 
Down Display

Test Bench for HDD

Harness Health 
Monitoring Tester

Between other contracts, Miltech Hellas has on-
going Major Projects:
• RAFALE fighter Electrical Cables & Harness 
manufacturing, for DASSAULT Aviation (France)
• RAFALE fighter Electrical Power Boxes 
manufacturing, for DASSAULT Aviation (France)
• RAFALE fighter Gun Kit Assembly manufacturing, for 
DASSAULT Aviation (France)
• FALCON 7X Pylon Assembly manufacturing, for 
DASSAULT Aviation (France)

Although Miltech Hellas’ capabilities cover a wide 
range including land and maritime applications, it has 
developed an outstanding expertise in air-based 
devices and systems. Since its foundation, it has been 
designing and developing numerous parts and systems 
for customers such as DASSAULT, THALES, 
AIRBUS HELICOPTERS and others.

Miltech Hellas in aviation industry

Power BoxesChaff & Flares System

Miltech Hellas exhibits a long standing expertise in 
aviation related products. Keen on investing in 
innovative ideas, it is ready to undertake and 
successfully implement any new project, no matter 
how challenging it may appears. The challenge is 
what makes us stronger.



After modernization, the aircraft is now an F-16V in 
Block 72 configuration, the “2” denoting its P&W 
powerplant. The key element of the modernization 
is the installation of the Northrop Grumman APG-83 
Scalable Agile Beam Radar (SABR), a sensor with 
an active electronically scanned array (AESA).  

The cockpit has a new center pedestal display and 
is compatible with the Joint Helmet-Mounted 
Cueing System (JHMCS) II. Other improvements 
include a new mission computer, an automatic 
ground collision avoidance system, enhanced 
electronic warfare capabilities, Link 16 datalink, and 
an advanced identification friend or foe interrogator 
system. 

The next three F-16Vs are also expected to go to 
the U.S. to join the test fleet. A successful 
conclusion of the certification process will result in 
approval by Lockheed Martin for HAI to proceed 
with the remainder of the upgrade program, which 
is expected to be completed by June 2027. 

Signing of 001C/21 Contract, “Provision 

of Life Limit Components and Overhaul 

Spares for Barriers” 

On Wednesday, March 31, 2021, a Contract was 
signed, between the Hellenic Ministry of National 
Defensce, which was represented by GDDIA’s 
General Director, Lieutenant General (Rtd) 
Theodoros Lagios (HAF) and “TERRA SPATIUM 
SA” Company, which was represented by the 
President and CEO Mr Evaggelos Veronikiatis.  

Following the signing of the Contract, 
the Company undertakes, within a 
twelve-month interval, the supply of 
specific Life Limit Components and 
overhaul spares to the HMOND, for the 
HAF airfields barriers. The subject 
Contract was implemented, after 
signing from the representatives of both 
sides, and depositing a good execution 
letter of guarantee by the Company. 

 Its duration is set up to implementation, 
acceptance and payments clearance of 
the contractual subject, provided that 
legal requirements apply. 

INTRACOM DEFENSE delivers additional 

surveillance capability to the Hellenic Navy 

IDE has successfully completed a Maritime 
Surveillance Program for monitoring designated 
areas of vital national interest by the Hellenic Navy. 

IDE delivered integrated Surveillance Stations with 
Long Range Radars and other sensors that 
enhance the operational effectiveness and rapid 
reaction capability of the Hellenic Navy Command.  

This capability will contribute to the national defense 
& security, providing increased maritime situation 
awareness to targeted areas of interest in the 
Mediterranean Sea.  

A key element of the effectiveness in the 
information management and the distribution of the 
Surveillance Stations data to the designated 
command and control sites, is IDE’s iDEFENDER 
Command and Control platform, which is 
successfully deployed for Air and Border 
Surveillance in Greece and abroad. 

DOUBLE ACTION DEFENCE 

DOUBLE ACTION DEFENCE has been evaluated 
and chosen as one of the most effective companies 
of anti-ballistic protection by Hellenic Police for its 
special operational units. 4.000 of its Bulletproof 
vests have been delivered at HP Headquarters on 
12th Feb 2021. 

HELLENIC DEFENCE INDUSTRY 





Double Action Defence's vests exceeded the USA 
NIJ Standards (+ extra threats), in parallel it's 
bulletproof material was the lightest, thinnest and 
most flexible. With production facilities and head 
offices in Athens, as well as office in Jordan, with 
more than 100.000 anti – ballistic material in service 
in more than 14 countries around the world, Double 
Action Defence S.A is today one of the Market 
Leaders in ballistic protection   for military – police 
and security applications. 

New Patrol vessels for the Hellenic 

Coast Guard  

On 1 April 2021, the Hellenic Coast Guard, in 
presence of the Greek Prime Minister Kyriakos 
Mitsotakis and the Minister of Maritime Affairs and 
Insular Policy Ioannis Plakiotakis received two new 
state-of-the art patrol vessels during a ceremony 
held in Piraeus. 

TKMS 

On Thursday 15 April 2021, a meeting was held 
between the GDDIA’s General Director, Lieutenant 
General (rtd) Theodoros Lagios HAF and Dr. Rolf 
Wirtz, Chairman of the Executive Board, of 
ThyssenKrupp Marine Systems Company, 
following his request. During the meeting, issues of 
common interest were discussed. 

RAFAEL 

On 7 April 2021, a meeting was held between 
HAGS staff officers and representatives of the 
Israeli company Rafael. The aim of the meeting was 
to present company’s capabilities regarding NLOS 
missile systems.   

RAYTHEON 

On Tuesday 06 April 2021, a meeting was held 
between the GDDIA’s General Director, Lieutenant 
General (rtd) Theodoros Lagios HAF, the 
Requirement and Capability Director of 
RAYTHEON Company, Mr. Michael Elison and the 
Legal Advisor of RAYTHEON Company, Mrs. 
Sophia Grigoriadou, following their request. During 
the meeting, issues of common interest were 
discussed. 

IAI 

On Monday 05 April 2021, a meeting was held 
between the GDDIA’s General Director, Lieutenant 
General (rtd) Theodoros Lagios HAF and the 
Marketing & Business Development Director of 
Israel Aerospace Industries (IAI) Company, Mrs 
Orna Shemesh, following her request. During the 
meeting, issues of common interest were 
discussed. 

BATS 

On 2 March 2021, a meeting was held between 
HNDGS, HAGS, HNGS, HAIFGS staff officers and 
representatives of the Belgian company BATS.  The 
aim of the meeting was to present company’s 
capabilities regarding Anti-Drone Systems.  

MARSS 

On 2 March 2021, a meeting was held between 
HNDGS, HAGS, HNGS, HAIFGS staff officers and 
representatives of the UK company MARSS.  The 
aim of the meeting was to present company’s 
capabilities regarding Anti-Drone Systems.  

NATO AIR CONTROL SPECIALISTS COOPERATE 

WITH HELLENIC AIR FORCE TO TEST DEPLOYABLE 

SYSTEMS 

NATO's Deployable Air Command and Control 
Centre (DACCC) has deployed DARS* package to 
Larissa Air Base, and the team is setting up the 
deployed camp for exercise Ramstein Dust II-21. 

“At the beginning of exercise Ramstein Dust II 21, 
which is the first after two years due to COVID-19  

NATO 

ACTIVITIES OF FOREIGN 

INDUSTRIES IN GREECE RELATED 

TO THE HELLENIC ARMED FORCES 

ARMAMENTS PROGRAMS 

HOMELAND SECURITY 



Arrival of the Ramstein Dust II-21 convoy at the port of 
Igoumenitsa, Greece, on board the Hellenic Navy Ship 
Rodos on March 25. Photo courtesy DACCC© AIRCOM 
/Public Affairs Office 

restrictions, the DACCC team of approx. 50 air 
surveillance and control experts are ready to 
showcase the special capability we offer to NATO,” 
said DACCC Deputy Commander, Brigadier 
General Christoph Pliet. 

The goal is to operate our core tactical 
functionalities within allocated areas to train crisis 
and conflict procedures of NATO air operations 
Having arrived at the port of Igoumenitsa, Greece, 
on board the Hellenic Navy Ship Rodos on March 
25, the DACCC convoy continued the road 
movement to the deployed sites at Larissa and 
Chortiatis. Hellenic Air Force Staff assisted the 
NATO Combat Service Support team in unloading 
the trucks and preparing the build-up.With the build-
up of the site facilities complete and all systems 
connected, the Communication and Information 
System specialists and NATO Communication and 
Information Agency experts initiated first equipment 
tests and verified the  live-radar feed from Hellenic 
Air Force sources. As a final step, the team has run 
tests on the Air Command and Control System 
(ACCS) functionalities and connections to ensure 
the DARS is ready to conduct the mission. 

“During our ten-day execution phase in mid-April, 
we will integrate our systems with Hellenic Air Force 
air surveillance and control systems and control 
Hellenic fighter training activities,” added General 
Pliet. “The goal is to operate our core tactical 
functionalities within allocated areas to train crisis 
and conflict procedures of NATO operations. The 
deployed Ground-Air-Ground radar coverage will 
feed a partial Recognised Air Picture into the DARS, 
which will in turn provide consolidated input to the 
NATO Air Surveillance and Control network via the 

Hellenic Control and Reporting Centre,” he 
concluded. NATO has conducted the deployment 
and readiness exercise series Ramstein Dust since 
2016 to train and demonstrate its ability to deploy 
the DARS to a remote site, establish operational 
capability and connect into Host Nation and NATO 
air command and control networks; the ability to 
deploy to another Nation in compliance with COVID 
restrictions further showcases the Alliance's 
resilience and ability to cooperate in demanding 
times. 

New survey launched to identify EU 

Govsatcom user needs 

A European-wide survey aimed at identifying user 
needs and use cases for future EU GOVSATCOM 
services was launched today under the 
ENTRUSTED project, in which EDA participates. 
The survey, which runs until the end of June, is 
addressed to governmental and institutional users 
managing security-critical missions, operations and 
infrastructures. It will allow assessing the current 
and evolving needs of prospective EU 
GOVSATCOM users, as well as their use of existing 
secure SatCom capabilities. 

The results and findings of the survey will be 
submitted to the European Commission to help it 
prepare a set of prioritised user requirements which 
will be subsequently considered in the 
implementing regulations for the new EU 
GOVSATCOM programme which, as part of the 
new EU Space Programme 2021-2027, aims at 
providing secure and reliable satellite 
communications for governmental users in Member 
States, for EU agencies and institutions. The survey 
will focus on users’ needs and requirements in 
different fields of application. In addition, it will help 
review secure SatCom capabilities currently in use 
(in terms of user technology and services), as well 
as future technological trends. More than 350 EU 
GOVSATCOM users have been identified as 
potential participants in the survey. The Member 
States’ Armed Forces will be addressed by EDA. 
The Agency will contribute to a consolidated reply 
for the EU defence users to the ENTRUSTED 
project.   
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International Aeronautical Exercise 

Cyprus, France, and Greece carried out a routine 
small-scale exercise at sea, on the 07th of April 21, 
in the Eastern Mediterranean Sea. Alongside with 
Italy, they are committed to support freedom of 
navigation in international waters and monitor any 
deviances of the respect of international maritime 
law. The three Countries deployed in the region 
south of Cyprus, FS Auvergne, and her organic 
helicopter CAIMAN MARINE (NH90), HS 
Navarinon, CNS Ioannides, CY Fast Patrol Boat 
Thiseas, and two CY AW-139 helicopters, whilst the 
CY JRCC coordinated the SAR scenario of the 
exercise. Led in the framework of the Quadripartite 
(Cyprus, France, Greece, and Italy) Initiative 
(QUAD Cooperation) this joint exercise is another 
step towards an increased interoperability. 

Readout of Secretary of Defense Lloyd J. 

Austin III's Phone Call with Turkish Minister 

of National Defense Hulusi Akar 

On 1st April 2021, Secretary of Defense Lloyd J. 
Austin III spoke by phone today with Turkish 
Minister of National Defense Hulusi Akar to 
underscore commitment to the U.S.-Turkish 
bilateral defense relationship and collective security 
through NATO.  

The Secretary thanked Minister Akar for the 
significant role Turkey is playing as part of the 
Resolute Support Mission in Afghanistan and in 
support of the ongoing peace process there.  The 

two leaders also discussed the positive diplomatic 
developments and efforts to reduce all tensions in 
the Eastern Mediterranean, where the Secretary 
welcomed ongoing exploratory talks between 
NATO Allies Turkey and Greece and the 
commitment of both governments to this process.  

Secretary Austin also highlighted cooperation 
among Allies and partners in the Black Sea, 
including recent exercises that included the USS 
Monterey and USS Thomas Hudner and Turkish 
naval assets. Secretary Austin and Minster Akar 
discussed the instability along NATO’s Eastern and 
Southern Flanks, including challenges posed by 
Russia. Secretary Austin noted the importance of 
working to strengthen U.S-Turkey military-to-
military cooperation and urged Turkey not to retain 
the Russian S-400 missile defense system. 

Turkey's Akinci combat drone's 3rd 

prototype completes maiden flight 

The third prototype for Turkey’s state-of-the-art 
unmanned combat aerial vehicle (UCAV) Akıncı 
has completed its maiden flight, the manufacturer 
said in a statement on 30 March 2021. Selçuk 
Bayraktar, the chief technology officer (CTO) of 
Baykar, on Saturday shared the statement on 
Twitter. He said the Akıncı PT-3, the third prototype, 
successfully completed its first flight. Earlier in mid-
March, the UCAV’s second prototype passed a 
Developed System Identification Test. The second 
prototype completed its first test flight last August at 
the Çorlu Airport Base Command, in northwestern 
Turkey's Tekirdağ province. Bayraktar said last 
month that the company will soon begin mass 
production of the domestically made UCAV. Akıncı 
is expected to be added to the Turkish security 
forces’ inventory later this year. The drone can fly 
for 24 hours and has a service ceiling of 40,000 feet 
(12,192 meters), a 20-meter wingspan and the 
capacity to carry a load of 1,350 kilograms (2,976 
pounds). Akıncı will be equipped with the locally 
made active electronically scanned array (AESA) 
radar and air-to-air missiles Gökdoğan and 
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Bozdoğan, and will be able to launch several types 
of locally made ammo, such as standoff missiles 
(SOM). 

A contract for the procurement of new 

“Lazar 3” vehicles for the Serbian Army 

signed with the Ministry of Defence 

On 20 March 2021, Deputy Prime Minister and 
Minister of Defence Dr Nebojsa Stefanovic 
attended the signing of the contract between the 
Ministry of Defence and Jugoimport-SDPR JP for 
the procurement of multi-purpose 8x8 armoured 
combat vehicles "Lazar 3". The signing of the 
contract was also attended by the Director of 
Jugoimport-SDPR JP Jugoslav Petkovic and 
Assistant Minister for Material Resources Dr Nenad 
Miloradovic and his associates. 

Minister Stefanovic pointed out that the process of 
equipping the Army with the systems of the new 
generation of domestic production continued and 
that the contract was worth 3.7 billion dinars. On 
that occasion, Minister Stefanovic, together with the 
Director of Jugoimport-SDPR JP Jugoslav 
Petkovic, visited the production facilities of "Combat 
Complex Systems - BSS" in Velika Plana where 
"Lazar", "Nora" and "Milos" were produced. Key 
segments in the production process, work results 
and plans for further production were presented 
during the visit. According to the Minister of 
Defence, the new "Milos" vehicle will be in the units 
of the Serbian Army in a few weeks. On that 
occasion, he also pointed out that during the tour of 
the facilities they had the opportunity to see a part 
of "Nora" systems that would soon be in the units of 
the Serbian Army, the combat vehicles "Milos", 
whose first lot had already been delivered, as well 
as the system "Nora" that was prepared for testing 
in the United States. Jugoimport-SDPR JP is one of 
a very small number of companies, i.e. the 

manufacturers of artillery systems of this type, 
which was shortlisted and invited for testing. 

SCHIEBEL CAMCOPTER® S-100 PERFORMS 

MARITIME SURVEILLANCE FOR ROMANIAN 

BORDER POLICE  

© 2021 Schiebel Corporation/ CAMCOPTER® S-100 

The Romanian Border Police operates the 
CAMCOPTER® S-100 for maritime surveillance 
purposes. The Remotely Piloted Aircraft System 
(RPAS) service is delivered by the European 
Maritime Safety Agency (EMSA) and is also 
extended to Bulgaria. Stationed in Mangalia, the 
CAMCOPTER® S-100 supports the Romanian 
authorities in carrying out general Coast Guard 
functions, conducting day-to-day monitoring and 
surveillance of all shipping including port security, 
as well as responding to any search and rescue, 
accident and disaster needs. The S-100 executes 
these various tasks equipped with an L3 Wescam 
Electro-Optical / Infra-Red (EO/IR) camera gimbal, 
an Overwatch Imaging PT-8 Oceanwatch, a Becker 
Avionics BD406 Emergency Beacon Locator and 
an Automatic Identification System (AIS) receiver. 
Operations in Romania and Bulgaria are part of the 
EMSA awarded multi-year maritime surveillance 
contract for a Vertical Takeoff and Landing (VTOL) 
RPAS, awarded to Schiebel in November 2018. In 
the execution of this contract, Schiebel provides 
simultaneous maritime surveillance services to 
several EU member states and EU bodies. Most 
recently, the CAMCOPTER® S-100 was 
operational in France, Denmark, Finland and 
Croatia. Hans Georg Schiebel, Chairman of the 
Schiebel Group, said: “Once more, we are 
supporting local authorities with our ‘eye in the sky’. 
The CAMCOPTER® S-100 has proven its 
outstanding capabilities numerous times and we 
are proud" 

ROMANIA SERBIA 



Delivery of 29 High Mobility Military Wheeled 

Vehicles, or “Humvees”, for the Albanian 

Armed Forces  

© All Rights Reserved, Ministry of Defence 2021 

On 14 April 2021, US Ambassador IN Tirana, Yuri 
Kim, made the following at the HMMWV Equipment 
Donation Ceremony for the Albanian Armed Forces. 

“We are here to celebrate the delivery of 29 High 
Mobility Military Wheeled Vehicles, or “Humvees”, 
for the Albanian Armed Forces. These brand-new 
vehicles will immediately improve the capabilities of 
the Albanian land forces at a critical time. This latest 
milestone is part of a priority project for the United 
States – to assist in the transition of Albania’s 2nd 
infantry battalion from a Light Infantry Battle Group 
to a Motorized Infantry Battle Group. 

Albania’s commitment to prepare a Motorized 
Infantry Battle Group for NATO is significant. It 
reinforces the importance of NATO commitments, 
and reminds us that Albania stands ready to 
operate in dangerous places alongside allies. Once 
complete, this project will improve Albania’s ability 
to conduct internal defense missions and deploy in 
support of global operations. The United States 
remains grateful that Albania has answered the call 
in multiple locations around the world. 

This donation is also critical because we are in the 
final preparations for a historic event – Exercise 
Defender 21. Defender 21 is a multinational military 
exercise which will occur in Albania this summer, 
and Albania has been chosen to host significant 
aspects of the exercise. It will be the largest military 
exercise ever in southeast Europe and will certainly 
showcase Albania’s importance in the region. We 
particularly look forward to seeing these vehicles 
take part in this premier training event. 

I want to thank Minister Peleshi and General Begaj 
for their outstanding leadership, and I want to thank 
the staff of the Office of Defense Cooperation for 
their hard work in realizing this. Our mission is not 
yet done, and I urge you to maintain the highest 
levels of cooperation. 

It is truly an exciting time to be a soldier in the 
Albanian Armed Forces or U.S. soldier serving in 
Albania. We are honored to stand krah për krah with 
you and look forward to increased military 
cooperation in the months to come”. 

Programme 2032 Outlines the 

Development of the Armed Forces of the 

Republic of Bulgaria 

The Program for the Development of the Defence 
Capabilities of the Armed Forces of the Republic of 
Bulgaria 2032 sets out the strategic framework and 
main parameters of the defence policy and the 
build-up and sustainment of defence capabilities 
adequate to the risks and threats up to the year 
2032, and, in some aspects, beyond that year. 

The document analyses the security environment 
and its impact on the development of defence 
capabilities.  

It sets out the strategic goal of defence policy: 
protection of the territorial integrity and of the 
national interests through build-up, sustainment 
and employment of defence capabilities adequate 
to the security environment and build-up of modern 
Armed Forces with a single command and control 
system in peacetime and in the event of crises. 

Program 2032 indicates that in order to carry out the 
assigned missions and tasks, the Armed Forces are 
to maintain a total strength of not less than 43,000 
including 3,000-strong voluntary reserve.  

The role of the Armed Forces is to guarantee the 
sovereignty, security and independence of the 
country, to defend its territorial integrity, and to 
participate in NATO collective defence and the EU 
Common Security and Defence Policy. 

It is forecast that by 2024 defence spending reach 
2% of the GDP. After 2024, defence spending is to 
be maintained at not less than 2% of the GDP and, 
if the economic situation so permits, at a higher 
level, while committing to invest at least 20% of 
defence spending in procuring new weapon 
systems and equipment. 
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Navantia’s approach to its clients is focused on 
two key factors. Firstly, to use our experience and 
customize our products incorporating new 
technologies to help our clients find the best (and 
most cost-effective) solutions. The second one is to 
become a long-term partner, supporting local in-
country capabilities. With these two objectives 
always in mind, Navantia has developed a unique 
proposal that includes four new F110 frigates with 
construction in Greece.  

F-110, a multipurpose frigate with extensive
anti-aircraft and anti-submarine capability

The F-110 is designed to be a multi-purpose frigate, 
with capabilities in all the main areas of warfare 
(AAW, ASW, ASuW and NGFS). In addition, the F-
110 is equipped with excellent protection capability 
against asymmetric threats (AsyW), including hard-
kill and soft-kill measures. It also has a highly 
capable flexible mission bay, the capability of 
deploying unmanned vehicles and projecting naval 
power on land, and efficiently performs maritime 
surveillance and security missions. 

The F-110 is equipped with the solid-state SPY-7 
radar, 16 Cell Strike Length MK-41 Vertical 
Launching System (VLS), to deploy Standard SM2 
and ESSM Block 2 missiles. The F110 platform can 
be equipped with additional Mk-41 VLS modules for 
a total of 32 cells. 

These sensors and weapons are integrated with the 
International Aegis Fire Control Loop (IAFCL). 

The principal ASW sensors are a medium-
frequency hull-mounted sonar and active and 
passive, variable-depth towed array sonar both 
supplied by Thales. Spanish underwater specialist 
SAES supplies the sonobuoy processing acoustic 
system (SPAS) and acoustic management system 
(AMS). The F-110 will launch the MK-54 lightweight 
anti-submarine torpedoes, while continuing to 
maintain the capability of launching the MK-46s. 
She is also equipped with anti-submarine decoys, 
both a towed Nixie AN/SLQ-25E, and MK 36 
SRBOC launchable decoys.  

For anti-surface warfare (ASUW) and naval gunfire 
support (NGFS), the main sensors are Indra’s 
Prisma-25X surface surveillance radar, a new Indra-
Tecnobit infrared search and tracking (IRST) 
system, a set of navigation radars and Navantia’s 
DORNA radar plus electro-optical fire control 
system. The F-110 is fitted with eight Harpoon Block 
II missiles, Leonardo’s 127-mm gun, and two 30 mm 
and four 12.7 mm Remote Controlled Weapon 
Systems (RCWS). The ship also has growth 
capacity in space, weight and electric power for the 
future installation of directed energy weapons. 



Solid-state electronic warfare in the 
communications band (CESM/CECM) and in the 
radar band (RESM/RECM) is provided by Indra. 

The frigate will initially be equipped with the SH-60B 
currently in service at the Hellenic Navy, but the F-
110 fight deck and hangar are designed to house 
the NH90 in its multi-purpose naval version (HSPN). 
The F-110 will also deploy the ScanEagle UAV. 

Navantia’s F-110 is a silent digital ship with 
a classification society warship certification 

The F-110 platform has a displacement of 6,100 ton 
at full load, a length of 145 m and a beam of 18.6 m. 
She has accommodation for the 150 crew and an 
additional 37 for other possible personnel on board. 
The propulsion plant is CODELAG (combined 
Diesel Electric and Gas) enabling the F-110 to be 
the most advanced stealth frigate.  

Excellent manoeuvrability is ensured with its two 
controllable pitch propellers and bow thruster. 

The frigate has a multi-mission space located on 
their starboard side, almost symmetrical with the 
helicopter hangar located on the port side. The 
space has an extensive surface area for embarking 
various mission modules. A total of up to 17 possible 
configurations for this space have been identified, 
which will be used according to the ship’s mission 
profile at any given time. 

The F-110, as a digital and intelligent ship, deploys 
a range of new capabilities thanks to the services of 
her on-board Digital Twin. Especially relevant are 
those related to supporting decision-making in 
operations efficiency, damage control and 
operational availability, involving both functional 
systems and on-board personnel. 



Schiebel’s 

CAMCOPTER 

S-100 – a game

changer 
Schiebel’s CAMCOPTER S-100 is the only Vertical 
Takeoff and Landing (VTOL) Unmanned Air System 
(UAS) in operational service. It is currently in use on 
five continents with over 30 customers, in various 
environments. More than 350 Unmanned Air 
Vehicles (UAV) have flown a total of 100,000 hours 
so far. The S-100’s small footprint makes it the ideal 
solution for small ships and it has operated from 
more than 40 different ships with 10,000 maritime 
flight hours and 2,000 deck landings to date. 

The S-100 is produced by Schiebel in a modern 
high-tech facility in Wiener Neustadt, Austria. Its 
construction mainly uses carbon fibre and titanium, 
including in-house 3D printed parts. Schiebel also 
produces the engines, of Wankel (rotary piston) 
principle, available both in gasoline and heavy fuel 
variants. 

With a maximum take-off weight of 200 kg, the 
overall maximum payload capacity is 50 kg. The 
multi-role, multi-domain asset has the ability to carry 
multiple sensors, such as EO/IR, VIDAR, LIDAR, 
RADAR, ELINT or other payloads, e.g. a cargo box. 

The S-100 is a proven all-weather Intelligence, 
Surveillance, Reconnaissance (ISR) platform 
providing the user with real time data to augment, 
recognise and verify tracks in the assigned mission 
area. The system can be fully integrated in the 
Combat Management Systems (CMS) of all ship 
types. With its robust Planned Maintenance System 
(PMS), it maintains a great reliability and 
maintainability record that are the cornerstones to 
its efficient and resilient availability.  

Among the S-100 operators, the French Navy is a 
particularly interesting reference. It has been 
operating the S-100 since 2012: first on the L`Adroit 
OPV, then the system was transferred to the Mistral-
class helicopter carrier Dixmude. In 2018, the UAS 
was fully integrated with the CMS of the Dixmude. 
The UAS has become an integral part of the sensors 
of the vessel, increasing the situational awareness 
of the vessel`s commander significantly. For note, 
when the Dixmude sailed in Piraeus for a port call in 
context of the Multinational Field Training Exercise 
Alexander the Great 2020, it carried the S-100. In 
2020, the French Navy acquired four additional S-
100 UAVs, for the Dixmude sister ships Tonnerre 
and Mistral. In the same year, the Egyptian Navy 
also equipped both its Mistral-class helicopter 
carriers with the S-100.  

Meanwhile in Australia, the Royal Australian Navy 
(RAN) has been operating the CAMCOPTER S-100 
since 2018. One of the systems equips the HMAS 
Ballarat, of the MEKO 200 ANZ class.  

S-100’s are also being operated for the OSCE
Special Monitoring Mission (SMM) in the Ukraine, in
order to collect complementary aerial information
focused on monitoring the general security situation.
The environment is all but friendly, with notable
continuous interference, but Schiebel was able to
overcome these challenges.

© Schiebel, S-100 landing on Norwegian Coast Guard 
Svalbard icebreaker, beyond the Arctic circle, September 
2019  



© Schiebel S-100 fitted with emission monitoring probe, 
deployed by EMSA in the port of Piraeus on behalf of the 
Hellenic authorities, February 2020 

Another client of note is the European Maritime 
Safety Agency (EMSA). Schiebel was awarded a 
contract from EMSA back in 2018. The operations 
for EU member states include maritime surveillance, 
coast guard functions, search and rescue as well as 
emission monitoring. In 2020, the S-100 was 
deployed for EMSA in Croatia, Greece, France, 
Denmark and Finland and is currently being 
operated in Romania, Lithuania and Estonia. In 
early 2021, EMSA awarded Schiebel with another 
contract, for emission monitoring and general 
maritime surveillance, ship and land based. 

The CAMCOPTER S-100 is also flown in the UK, 
under a civilian registration, by Bristow, in parallel to 
their manned helicopters, for search and rescue 
missions on behalf of HM Coastguard. 

In addition, the Manned-Unmanned Teaming was 
demonstrated in cooperation with Airbus and its 
H145 helicopter. The S-100 achieved a Level of 
Interoperability (LOI) 5, which means it can be fully 
controlled from the operator in the helicopter, from 
take-off to landing, receiving all information on 
board the manned aircraft.  

Schiebel sees an increasing interest for its UAV in 
the commercial market, especially as it falls into the 
specific category of UAV and hence can be 
operated on the basis of the Light Unmanned 
Operator Certificate (LUC). As an illustration of this 
commercial use, Schiebel together with Nordic 
Unmanned, carried out the world’s first full-scale 
unmanned cargo delivery from shore to an active 
offshore oil and gas installation in August 2020. The 
demonstration simulated the scenario of an urgent 
requirement for spare parts at Equinor’s gas 
production facility Troll A in the North Sea, 100 km 
from the Norwegian coast. The fact that during this 
flight the CAMCOPTER S-100 also performed an 
aerial inspection of the platform as well as a search 
and rescue exercise, perfectly illustrates the 
flexibility and multi-mission capability of this UAS. 

© RΑΝ -  Royal Australian Navy`s S-100 taking off from 
HMAS Ballarat MEKO-class frigate  

© Schiebel Four S-100`s in front of the Schiebel factory in 
Wiener Neustadt, before  delivery to the French Navy in 
November 2020 

© Bristow- Bristow`s S-92 manned and S-100 unmanned 
helicopters flying alongside, for Her Majesty’s  Coastguard.  



France and Greece are strategic partners 
facing similar geopolitical challenges. To support 
the modernization programs of the Hellenic Navy 
(HN) fleet, France has submitted a new offer. 

The French offer is a comprehensive and robust 
package designed to ensure Greece has the best 
capabilities in the shortest timeframe with 
optimised costs. It includes 

- 4 FDI HN - the most modern new
generation frigate – 3 built locally and the
first in service by 2025

- a Gap filler solution with 2 frigates
available in early 2022 at no cost

- the modernization of the MEKO frigates in
Greece

- a long-term partnership with the Hellenic
industry to create and sustain economic
benefits and jobs.

With this package, France will ensure that 
HN capabilities are enhanced to meet 
immediate needs with a gap filler solution 
and the MEKO modernization program but 
also prepare for the future with 4 FDI latest 
generation frigates and the first one to enter 
into service within the Hellenic Navy fleet by 
beginning 2025 thanks to the French  

The FDI HN will be a power and sovereignty 
asset for Greece. She offers unrivalled 
capabilities for the permanent control of air 
and sea space and autonomy of action, in 
support of the political and military 
objectives set. The FDI HN is a 
compendium of the best technologies from 
the European defence industries Thales, 
MBDA and Naval Group. The 32 Aster 
missiles onboard can be engaged very 
quickly in all directions and ensure an 
unmatched hit-to-kill capability, making it 
possible to defeat saturating attacks. 

This makes the FDI HN the only frigate 
offered to the Hellenic Navy capable of 
protecting efficiently shore facilities, cities 
and Greek islands. 

A defensive asset for the control of 

Sea and Air spaces 

The FDI possesses five essential qualities 
for the permanent control of the air-sea 
space. 

1. Thales SEA FIRE radar, the first
fully digital radar with four flat antennas
based on AESA technology, provides
access to a surveillance volume of
several hundred kilometres and is
capable of detecting stealth threats, from
unmanned vehicles to hypersonic
missiles.

2. The FDI offers integrated firing chains
with high reactivity and extreme
precision. Her missiles, associated with
the SEAFIRE radar, are specifically
designed to respond to all types of
missile threats, in particular supersonic,
and are in service within the French Navy
and several other European navies

3. The FDI HN systems are integrated by
the SETIS Combat Management
System, providing the ship with a real
multi-threat processing capacity thanks
to the quality and precision of the tactical
situation, made possible by the fusion of
data from all the sensors on board.



4. FDI HN's resilience is highly performant
thanks to Naval Group’s know-how and
great care in design. Ease of use thanks
to ergonomic interfaces allows for
reliable and efficient weapon
deployment.

5. HN will also benefit from the highest level
of availability of its fleet for a reduced
cost of ownership thanks to:

- Innovative technical solutions proposed
in terms of maintainability

- the ability of manufacturers to provide
proven and high-performance support
solutions,

- basing all ship level Through-Life
Support operations in Greece.

FDI HN is a key asset in deterrence and 
intervention in underwater space in a complex 
theatre of operations such as the Aegean Sea, 
particularly in combination with the projection 
capability provided by the S70B or MH60/R 
helicopter it carries. 

ABOUT THE STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIP 

WITH THE GREEK INDUSTRY 

Naval Group is committed to guaranteeing the 
success of the frigate program as well as to 
support the Hellenic sovereignty by favouring the 
“Made in Greece” and the involvement of the 
Hellenic industrial ecosystem.  

By performing in Greece by Greek companies the 
construction of 3 FDI HN frigates and the 
modernization of the MEKO 200HN, Naval Group 
will contribute to energise and strengthen a dense 
network of industrial and R&D partnerships 
enabling the Greek Industry to address the 
Hellenic naval forces modernization plan while 
creating and sustaining jobs and economic 
benefits for the country over decades to come. 

Beyond the build of the FDI HN Frigates and the 
modernisation of the MEKO 200HN in Greece, the 
local ecosystem will also gradually acquire the 
know-how and the most modern and high-end 
maintenance tools needed to efficiently maintain 
the FDI HN frigates throughout their operational 
life cycle.  

The industrial cooperation plan includes the main 
following components: 

- 3 “Made in Greece” FDI HN frigates
through a complete and coherent transfer
of technology package that will maximize
the involvement of the Greek industry

- Modernization in Greece of the MEKO
200HN frigates with an extensive

participation of the Greek industry 

- Development in Greece, in partnership
with the local industry, of modern
intelligent maintenance capabilities
enabling the localization of the most
performant In-service support to provide the
Hellenic Navy with the best operational
availability.

- Integration of all qualified Greek
companies into the French industrial team’s
global suppliers panel enabling them to
benefit from direct access to all their
markets.

- Developing joint R&D projects to participate
in the development of future naval systems

- Revitalisation of the Hellenic Naval industry,
ensuring several hundreds of highly qualified
jobs and generating long-term economic
spin-offs in Greece for decades to come.

- Participating to strengthening the 
Hellenic industrial sovereignty. 

ABOUT THE GAP FILLER SOLUTION 

The solution proposed by France as a “Gap Filler” 
for the Hellenic Navy until 2025 and 2026 is 
composed of Anti-air warfare (AAW) Frigate Jean 
Bart and Anti-Submarine Warfare (ASW) Frigate 
Latouche-Tréville currently in service with the 
French Navy. 

The main mission of AAW frigate Jean-Bart is to 
carry out area anti-aircraft warfare, for the benefit 
of a naval air force with warships, including an 
aircraft carrier and possibly commercial ships. 

The main missions of ASW Frigate Latouche-
Tréville are Anti-submarine warfare on high seas 
and protection of high value units. 

ABOUT THE UPGRADE OF THE MEKO 

FRIGATES 

To meet Greece's requirements, we have formed 
a partnership that offers a risk-free solution for the 
upgrade of the MEKO, since Thales, the original 
supplier of the frigates' Combat Management 
System (CMS), will be in charge of it. 

By combining their specific knowledge and 
expertise, Thales and Naval Group are ideally 
placed to offer an optimal cost-performance 
compromise, both for the mid-life upgrade program 
itself and to guarantee the operational availability 
of the ships. 

The MEKO mid-life refit program is planned to be 
carried out in Greece, with the participation of 
Greek industry. In this respect, Thales can count on 
the presence of Thales Hellas S.A. and on the 
relations already established between Thales and 
Naval Group with existing industrial partners. 



Hellenic 

Air Force 

in 2021  

Air power has established itself being able to 
satisfy/meet the operational requirements at a 
national and allied level. Recent. conflicts have 
shown that, air forces have guaranteed the 
success in maintaining air superiority and 
supporting land forces operations, achieving at the 
same time results of strategic importance,  

Nowadays the main objective of latest developed 
high precision weapons is to effectively decrease 
the enemies' abilities and consequently, his 
effectiveness and will to fight. Ultimately, the 
objective for these weapons is to increase their 
precision and range. At the same time, real-time 
information is substantial in reducing the time of 
decision-making process, rendering the capabilities 
to conduct the so-called net-centric warfare, an 
imperative. 

The country's geographical morphology renders 
the Air Power and, consequently the Hellenic Air 
Force as the spearhead of our military power. Also, 
in the context ofinter-service activities, the HAF 
contributes in the development of a defence 
mechanism capable of supporting National 
Defence Policy and in safeguarding our sovereign 

 rights. In addition, through a high performance and 
high degree of readiness system of training, 
equipment and maintenance, the HAF could react 
immediately to conduct intense and long-lasting air 
operations, in order to acquire and maintain dead 
levelm control of Greece FIR, in order to safeguard 
the country's air defence and provide air protection. 
Also, it is in position to support the other Services 
of the country's Armed Forces. 

In the context of the country's international 
obligations, the HAF offers personnel and assets in 
inter-alliance exercises, peacekeeping and 
humanitarian aid missions, thus actively 
contributing to the Greek foreign policy towards 

maintaining International Peace and 
Security. 

Moreover, during peacetime, HAF carries 
out significant work by conducting social 
welfare operations (firefighting, air 
evacuations, etc) aiming at supporting the 
political sector in confronting emergency 
situations. Unambiguously, Greece's Air 
Power seems to be a major mean of its 
foreign policy toward on security and 
defence, and the ability to operate as a 
factor of deterring, through its ability to 
operate as a means of deterrence, 
coercion, denial and destruction. 

The main task for the Hellenic Air Force 
for the near future is to maximize the 
operational exploitation of its existing 
systems and to improve its fighting air 
power by introducing modern equipment 

which takes advantage of technology evolution and 
in the recent developments in the training. 



Prioritization of specific requirements should serve 
the following targets: 
• Achievement of high availability rates for current
defence assets through
improvement of supportability, restructuring and
upgrade.
• Selection of those procurement programs which
multiply efficiency of fighting forces and reduce
their vulnerability.

HAF utilizes a very sophisticated and advanced 
training system in order to produce highly trained 
pilots for its flying assets. This system is focused 
on two major pylons: 

• Preparation of young pilots for manning advanced
and sophisticated aircrafts and helicopters. This is
accomplished by the use of trainer aircrafts and a
training syllabus which gradually evolves the
students' abilities in aircraft performance. The
syllabus takes into account the operational
environment, Air Science's potential along with

HAF's development and evolvement in the fields of 
aircrafts, systems and structure. All graduates 
have a solid knowledge of flight's characteristics 
and are ready to be utilized by HAF's Squadrons. 

• Training maintenance and improvement of pilots'
knowledge and capabilities in the fields of flying
assets' performance and operational tactics. The
main objectives are flight safety and realistic
training with the goal to produce professional pilots
capable to perform each Squadron's missions in
the foreseen tactical environment. The training as
a whole makes use of the Flight Simulations'
capabilities to the maximum extent. In this way,
specialized training is provided in a safety
environment tailored to individual's needs with the
least air asset's fatigue.



Supreme Air 

Force Council 

1. Lt. Gen. Georgios Blioumis, HAFGS Chief
2. Lt. Gen. Themistokles Bourolias, HTAF

Chief
3. Lt. Gen Georgios Fasoulas, HNDGS Chief

of Staff
4. Lt. Gen. Georgios Karadimas, HAFGS

Inspector General
5. Maj. Gen. Petros Chatziris, HAFGS

Deputy Chief
6. Maj. Gen. Konstantinos Kellaris, HAFTC

Commander
7. Maj. Gen. Stergios Tsilikas, HAFGS D’

Branch Director
8. Maj. Gen. Georgios Vagenas, HAFSC

Commander
9. Maj. Gen. Georgios Kyriakou, HAFGS B’

Branch Director
10. Maj. Gen. Dimosthenis Grigoriadis, HTAF

Deputy Chief
11. Maj. Gen. Antonios Vasileiou, HAFA

Commander
12. Maj. Gen. Antonios Panidis, HAFGS A’

Branch Director
13. Maj. Gen.Georgios – Aristeidis

Agorogiannis, HNDC Deputy Commandant
14. Maj. Gen. Vasileios Papachristou, HTAF

Chief of Staff
15. Maj. Gen. Dimitrios Hatzigeorgiou,

HNDGS Medical Dte Director
16. 
17. Maj. Gen. Panagiotis Kostopoulos, HAFGS

Medical Dte Director
18. Maj. Gen. Georgios Gavriilidis, HAFGS

Finance Directorate Director
19. Maj. Gen. Christos Tellidis, HNDGS C’

Branch Director
20. Maj. Gen. Konstantinos Kleniatis, HAFSC

Chief of Staff
21. Maj. Gen. Anastasios Chalvatzis, NMAA

Commander
22. Maj. Gen. Dimitrios Boznos , HAFGS C’

Branch Director

The Supreme Air Force Council undertakes any 
matter, subject to the legislation in force. 
Especially, it takes decisions or estimates 
according to the standing stipulations to the 
following issues. 

• Organization and structure of the Air Force
Branch, according to the personnel and material
distribution, based on the principles of the law in
force.
• Air Force Branch Operations doctrine, and
general direction provisions for war plans, combat
dispositions plans, training, recruitment, support
and security.
• Discipline and Interior Administration
• Armament projects, the manning of
construction and support facilities, based on their
operational expediency and necessity.
• Air Force Budget plans and programme of
Public Investments, prior to their configuration in
the Ministry of Defence headquarters, and their
approval from the Minister of Defence, after the
Defence Council consideration.
• Allocation of credits finally given to the
Branch.
• Positioning, promotions, retirements and
officers claims for unfavourable assessment.
• Recall to active service from reservist
officers and discharge from duty.
• Propositions for bestowal of honour
rewards.
• Draft bills, prescriptive decrees and
regulations which refer to the Air Force Branch.

The Plenum Council composed by: 

• The Chief of the Air Force General Staff,
as President

• All the permanent in active service
Lieutenant General Pilots and Major
General Pilots, who serve in organization
posts of the Air Force and the National
Defence General Staff, as members.



Chief of the Hellenic Air 
Force General Staff 

Lieutenant General Georgios Blioumis is the 
Chief of the Hellenic Air Force General Staff 
(HAFGS). 

As Chief, he is responsible for the organization, 
training and equipping of all military and civilian 
personnel of the Hellenic Air Force, serving in 
Greece and abroad. As a member of the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff Council, the General and other 
service Chiefs function as military advisors to the 
Minister of National Defence. He assumed his 
duties on January 25th, 2019. 

Education 

He was born in Elassona. He joined the Hellenic 
Air Force Academy in 1979 and graduated in 1983 
as a 2nd Lieutenant. 

He graduated from: 
• Instructors School
• Air War College/Junior Officers

• Air War College/Senior Officers
• Electronic Warfare School
• Joint Electronic Warfare School

Assignments 

• January 2019: Chief of the HAFGS
• January 2017 – January 2019: Chief of the

Hellenic Tactical Air Force (HTAF)
• March 2015 – January 2017: Director of

the Hellenic Air Force General Staff Policy
and Planning Branch (D)

• April 2014 – March 2015: Chief of Staff of
HTAF

• April 2013 – April 2014: Director of HTAF
Operations Branch (A)

• August 2012 – April 2013: Commander of
110CW

• March 2011 – August 2012: Director of
HTAF Operational Planning – Operations
Directorate (A1)

• July 2010 – March 2011: Section Head at
HTAF Operational Planning – Operations
Directorate (A1)

• July 2008 –July 2010: Deputy Commander
of 110CW

• October 2007 – July 2008: Director of
Operations – Training Directorate at
National Air Operations Center

• December 2004 – October 2007: Staff
Officer in NATO Allied Command
Transformation Headquarters, USA

• July 2004 – December 2004: Staff Officer
in HTAF

• March 2002 – July 2004: Commander of
110CW/346 Squadron

• July 1998 – March 2002: Staff Officer at
HTAF Air Defence – Survival Directorate
(A4)

• August 1996 – July 1998: Operations
Officer in 111CW/330 Squadron

• January 1990 – August 1996: Pilot at
110CW/330 Squadron

• November 1983 – January 1990: Pilot at
110CW/337 Squadron

• June 1983 – November 1983: Trainee at
117CW/Operational Conversion

Flight Experience 

• He has more than 3200 flight hours.
• He has flown with T-41D, T-37B/C, T-2E,

T-33A/B, F-4E and F16-C/D aircraft.
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Hellenic Air Force 

procurement and 

upgrade projects     

  Upgrade of the Hellenic Air Force F-16s 

The first of 84 Greek Lockheed Martin F-16 fighters 
to be upgraded to the F-16V Viper standard took to 
the skies for the first time on January 17 and is 
now in Texas and at the Lockheed Martin Aero 
facility. The upgrade to the Viper version is a 
collaboration between the Hellenic Defense 
Industry (EAB) and Lockheed Martin.  

In Texas, all the necessary ground and flight tests 
will be performed, including simulation in special 
cabins, to determine that the aircraft meets all the 
necessary specifications. 

The F-16V had been upgraded at the Tanagra 
facility of Hellenic Aerospace Industry (HAI), which 
is to carry out the modifications to the fleet in a 
program that was approved by the U.S. 
government in October 2017. The value is 
estimated to reach around $1.5 billion. 

The first airframe, carrying the serial number 005, 
was originally delivered in 2009 as an F-16C Block 
52+ with Pratt & Whitney F100-PW-229 engine as 
part of the Peace Xenia IV sale. Greece acquired a 
total of 90 Block 52/52+ aircraft and the survivors 
are the subject of the upgrade.  

The Hellenic Air Force (HAF) also received 80 
Block 30/50 aircraft powered by the General 
Electric F110, but they are not part of the F-16V 
program. After modernization, the aircraft is now 
an F-16V in Block 72 configuration, the “2” 
denoting its P&W powerplant. The key element of 
the modernization is the installation of the Northrop 
Grumman APG-83 Scalable Agile Beam Radar 
(SABR), a sensor with an active electronically 
scanned array (AESA).  

The cockpit has a new center pedestal display and 
is compatible with the Joint Helmet-Mounted 
Cueing System (JHMCS) II. Other improvements 
include a new mission computer, an automatic 
ground collision avoidance system, enhanced 
electronic warfare capabilities, Link 16 datalink, 
and an advanced identification friend or foe 
interrogator system. 

The next three F-16Vs are also expected to go to 
the U.S. to join the test fleet. A successful 
conclusion of the certification process will result in 
approval by Lockheed Martin for HAI to proceed 
with the remainder of the upgrade program, which 
is expected to be completed by June 2027. 



June 2014On 13 December 2019, the Hellenic Parliament
approved the Ministry of Defence proposal 
regarding the local added value of the 
subcontracting job for the F-16 upgrade contract.     
He also said that the first F-16 Block 52 Advanced 
aircraft has arrived in the Hellenic Aerospace 
Industry facilities for commencing the work to be 
upgraded to Viper configuration.  The principal 
contractor will be Lockheed Martin of Fort Worth, 
TX.  Lockheed Martin expects to complete the task 
by Jun 30, 2027. Lockheed Martin official said in 
September that the first two years will be spent on 
engineering for the prototype and the registration 
of the systems. The installation on the Greek 
fighter jets will take place during the third year of 
the program, and the Hellenic Air Force pilots will 
be trained in the fourth year. 

Project background 
In 2018, Hellenic Government signed a $1.5 billion 
contract to upgrade 84 F-16 fighter aircraft of the 
Hellenic Air Force to F-16V standard, with the 
relevant manufacturer company Lockheed Martin 
contract to be about $1 billion. Main subcontractor 
will be the Hellenic Aerospace Industry getting 
more than 70% of the total amount of $279 million 
subcontracting job, while the remaining 30% is 
directed to the Hellenic defense industry.  

Lockheed Martin secured a $996.8 million foreign 
military sales (FMS) contract for upgrading 84 
Hellenic Air Force F-16 jets to the V-configuration, 
the US Department of Defense said on December 
21, 2018. Lockheed Martin expects to complete the 
task by Jun 30, 2027. Lockheed Martin official said 
in September that the first two years will be spent 
on engineering for the prototype and the 
registration of the systems. The installation on the 
Greek fighter jets will take place during the third 
year of the program, and the Hellenic Air Force 
pilots will be trained in the fourth year. 

L3 Technologies will upgrade the F-16 fighter 
plane training system of Greek Air Force F-16 in a 
$28 million contract. improving Aircrew Training 
Devices for conversion of Hellenic Air Force F-16s 
to the new F-16V configuration. The new variant 
includes add-ons which include electronically 
scanned array radar, a new mission computer and  
electronic warfare suite, automated ground 
collision avoidance system, and various cockpit 
improvements. 

On 17 October 2017, the State Department has 
made a determination approving a possible 
Foreign Military Sale to the Government of Greece 
for an upgrade of F-16 aircraft to an F-16 Block V 
configuration. The estimated cost is $2.404 billion. 
The Defense Security Cooperation Agency 
delivered the required certification notifying 
Congress of this possible sale on October 16, 
2017The Government of Greece has requested a 
possible purchase of an upgrade of its existing F-

16 fleet to an F-16 Block V configuration which 
includes up to one hundred twenty-five (125) APG-
83 Active Electronically Scanned Array (AESA) 
Radars (includes two (2) spares); one hundred 
twenty-three (123) Modular Mission Computers 
(MMCs); one hundred twenty-three (123) LINK-16 
Multifunctional Information Distribution System 
Joint Tactical Radio Systems (MIDS-JTRS) with 
TACAN and EHSI; one hundred twenty-three (123) 
LN260 Embedded Global Navigation Systems 
(EGI)/Inertial Navigation Systems (INS); and one 
hundred twenty-three (123) Improved  

Programmable Display Generators (iPDGs). Also 
included in the proposed sale are up to one 
hundred twenty-three (123) APX-126 Advanced 
Identification Friend or Foe (AIFF) Combined 
Interrogator Transponders (CIT); one (1) Joint 
Mission Planning System (JMPS); one (1) F-16V 
Simulator; upgrade to two (2) existing simulators; 
one (1) Avionics Level Test Station; Secure 
Communications, cryptographic equipment and 
navigation equipment; upgrade and integration of 
the Advanced Self-Protection Integrated Suite 
(ASPIS) I to ASPIS II on twenty-six (26) F-16s; 
Ground Support System, systems integration and 
test; spares and repair parts, support and test 
equipment; personnel training and training 
equipment; publications and technical 
documentation; U.S. Government and contractor 
engineering, logistical, and technical support 
services; and other related elements of logistics 
and program support. The total estimated program 
cost is $2.404 billion. 

Greece currently employs a mix of 154 F-16s in 
Block 30, Block 50, Block 52+, and Block 52+ 
Advanced configurations. Therefore, Greece will 
have no difficulty absorbing the upgrade of these 
aircraft from an operation and support standpoint. 

 Support of Mirage 2000-5 

Hellenic Parliament approved Ministry of Defence 
request regarding the funding for the support of 
Mirage 2000-5, a ceiling of € 260 million over 
seven years. Speaking in the Hellenic Parliament, 
Defence Minister Panagiotopoulos said that this 
approval endorses the three draft framework 
agreements for the subsequent support of Mirage 
2005 aircraft between General Directorate for 
Defence Investments and Armament  (GDIA)  and 
the three French manufacturing companies 
Dassault, Thales and Safran. There was a problem 
that unfortunately exists from 2012, but also 
before. Mirage 2000-5 aircraft support, for which 
the specific operational advantage are well known, 
after many extensions expired in 2012, but since 
then never renewed. A new follow-up contract was 
required under the new legislative framework.  
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The negotiations lasted almost throughout 2018, 
until finally, and especially after his visit to Paris 
and the direct talks with his French counterpart, 
they agreed that they had to end this long-standing 
affair.  

They agreed that the Mirage is one of the Hellenic 
Air Force top priorities.  Defence Minister also said 
that the French may have been thinking that if this 
will be resolved, a future window for Rafale may 
remain open or we may come in an agreement 
with the frigates. 

“We agreed that the Mirage had to be launched 
because we required it to fly again with the correct 
availability. To avoid misunderstanding, a capable 
part of the Mirage fleet is currently operational and 
in high redness.  

 This may begin next month to let us know that in 
four, five, six months from now, a sufficient 
percentage of the 44 Mirage 2000 and 2000-5 
fleets will be available for Air Force needs, with 
whatever that entails. This is how we came to the 
framework agreements.  

Funding for this program, a ceiling of € 260 million 
over seven years, is already approved. We had a  

case and we told the French that Greece has the 
funds, the spare parts had been found and we had 
to agree. As you understand, we have agreed that 
funding for 2019 to 2021 is 30 million per year as it 
has been already announced by the Ministry of 
Finance.” 

 Greece to buy F-35 

Referring to current tensions in Greek-Turkish 
relations, Greek Prime Minister Mitsotakis said 
Turkey is now isolated diplomatically but reiterated 
that communication between the two counties must 
be kept open.  

He also stressed that Greece would only agree to 
resorting to the UN's International Court of Justice 
in The Hague only for the issues of the continental 
shelf and Cyprus' Exclusive Economic Zone. 

Speaking of armaments, he said, "If the country's 
current fiscal state allows it, we will seriously 
consider purchasing F-35 fighter jets, because they 
are the most readily available and advanced in the 
market." 
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   Acquisition of 18 Rafale aircraft 

On 25 January 2021, Theodoros Lagios, General 
Director of Armament and Investments of the 
Greek Ministry of Defense, and Eric Trappier, 
Chairman and CEO of Dassault Aviation, a 
contract for the acquisition of 18 Rafale aircraft for 
the Hellenic Air Force, as well as a contract for the 
logistical support of the fleet. 

This signing ceremony was held in Athens in the 
presence of Mrs. Florence Parly, Minister of the 
Armed Forces of France, and Mr. Nikolaos 
Panagiotopoulos, Minister of National Defense of 
Greece. 

As a European country and member of NATO, 
Greece is a major strategic partner of France. 
Dassault Aviation is honored by the Greek 
government’s decision, that extends an 
uninterrupted partnership for 45 years. 

The order for 18 Rafale includes 12 Rafale recently 
in service with the French Air Force and 6 new 
Rafale produced at Dassault Aviation plants. To 
meet the urgent need of the Greek authorities, the 
deliveries of aircraft will be begin in the summer of 
2021 and will be spread over two years. The 
logistic support contract will support the Hellenic 
Air Force Rafale’s air activity over four and a half 
years, maintaining the availability of equipment and 
systems at the highest level. 

The arrival of the Rafale in Greece highlights the 
quality of the strategic relationship between 
Greece and France and the continuation of more 
than forty-five years of solid partnership with 
Dassault Aviation and its industrial partners Thales 
and Safran.  

As with the Mirage F1 in 1974, the Mirage 2000 in 
1985 and finally the Mirage 2000-5 in 2000, the 
Rafale is an opportunity to launch new 
cooperation’s with the Greek aerospace industry. 

“Greece is a leading European partner, a major 
member of NATO and a special partner of France, 
with which Dassault Aviation has stood steadfastly 
by its side for more than 45 years.  

The continuity of our presence in Greece, even in 
the most difficult times, is a token of the quality of 
this relationship.  

That is why I am proud and happy to sign today 
this contract, which symbolizes the extension of 
the commitment of Dassault Aviation towards 
Greece since 1974. 

 I would like to thank the Greek authorities for their 
renewed confidence in us. I assure them of our 
total mobilization to achieve the objectives that are 
defined”, said Eric Trappier, Chairman and CEO of 
Dassault Aviation. 



Aircraft 

Fighters 

• F-16C/D Blk30, 50 Fighting Falcon

• F-16C/D Blk52+ Fighting Falcon

• F-16C/D Blk52+adv Fighting Falcon

• Mirage 2000E/BGM

• Mirage 2000-5

• Rafale

• F-4E Phantom II

• 

• RF-4E Phantom 

Support 

• C-130H/B Hercules

• C-27J Spartan

• EMB-145H AEW&C

• EMB-135

• Gulfstream V

• P-3B Orion

Fire-Fighting 

• CL-215

• CL-415

• PZL

Trainers 

• T-41D

• T-6A Texan II

• T-2E Buckeye

Helicopters 

• AS-332C1 Super Puma

• A-109E Power

• B-212

• AB-205

Weapons Systems 

Air to Air 

• ΑΙΜ-9 L/I, L/I-1, M

• ΑΙΜ-120 B, C-5, C-7 ΑΜRΑΑΜ

• AIM-2000 IRIS-T

• MAGIC-ΙΙ

• ΜICA EM

• MICA IIR

Air to Ground 

• AFDS

• CBU 58 & 71



• General Purpose Bombs

• GBU-50 EP II

• GBU-24 PW III

• AGM-65 A/B

• AGM-65 G

• AGM-88 HARM

• AGM-154 JSOW

• ΑΜ-39 EXOCET

• BLU-109/B

• GBU-10-12-16

• GBU-31 JDAM

• MK-20 ROCKEYE

• Mk 36 Destructor

• SCALP-EG

Anti-Aircraft Systems 

• Patriot PAC III

• S-300 PMU1

• Velos

• Crotale NG/GR

• TOR M1

• Stinger

• Rheinmetall



Elbit Systems Awarded a 

$1.65 Billion Contract for 

Flight Training Program, 

as Part of Agreement 

Between Israeli and 

Hellenic Ministries of 

Defense 

On April 18, 2021, Elbit Systems Ltd. announced, 
further to the Company’s announcement of January 
5, 2021, that it was awarded a contract valued at 
approximately $1.65 billion (approximately €1.375 
billion) for the establishment and operation of the 
International Flight Training Center of the Hellenic 
Air Force, as part of an agreement between the 
Israeli Ministry of Defense and the Hellenic Ministry 
of National Defense. 

 The contract will be performed over a period of 
approximately 20 years and will include price 
indexation. 

© 2021 Elbit Systems Ltd/ Israeli T6 

         © Ministry of National Defence 



© 2021 Elbit Systems Ltd/ Israeli M346 

Under the contract, Elbit Systems will supply new M-
346 training aircraft and will maintain the entire 
training fleet, comprised of dozens of M-346 and T-
6 training aircraft for a period of approximately 20 
years. In addition, the Company will provide its 
latest advanced Embedded Virtual Avionics (EVA) 
onboard the training aircraft, deliver networked flight 
simulators and an array of Ground-Based Training 
Stations (GBTS) as well as a command-and-control 
system to enable efficient management of the flight 
training operation.  

Bezhalel (Butzi) Machlis, President and CEO of Elbit 
Systems, said: “We are honored to have been 
awarded this contract to provide such an important 
capability to the Hellenic Air Force. This contract 
award attests to the leading position we hold in the 
area of pilot’s training solutions, providing tested 
know-how and proven technologies that improve 
operational readiness while reducing costs.” 

In a time of ever-shrinking defense budgets, Elbit 
Systems’ military pilot training solutions offers 
defense forces a range of operational and economic 
advantages. 

Elbit Systems’ military pilot training solutions draws 
on the Company’s vast experience based on our  

provision of aviation services, avionics, simulation 
and training: 

• Comprehensive airborne and ground
training

• High availability and utilization rates
• Outstanding service
• Customized advanced training avionics

Elbit Systems Ltd. is an international high 
technology company engaged in a wide range of 
defense, homeland security and commercial 
programs throughout the world. The Company, 
which includes Elbit Systems and its subsidiaries, 
operates in the areas of aerospace, land and naval 
systems, command, control, communications, 
computers, intelligence surveillance and 
reconnaissance (“C4ISR”), unmanned aircraft 
systems, advanced electro-optics, electro-optic 
space systems, EW suites, signal intelligence 
systems, data links and communications systems, 
radios, cyber-based systems and munitions. The 
Company also focuses on the upgrading of existing 
platforms, developing new technologies for 
defense, homeland security and commercial 
applications and providing a range of support 
services, including training and simulation systems. 



Visit of General 

Director of the GDDIA, 

Lieutenant General 

(rtd) Theodoros Lagios 

(HAF), at the Dassault 

Aviation Facilities in 

Paris 
From Sunday 28 March 2021 to Monday 29 March 
2021, the General Director of the GDDIA Lieutenant 
General (rtd) Theodoros Lagios (HAF), visited the 
premises of Dassault Aviation in Paris, at the 
invitation of company. The purpose of the visit the 
General Director was to get updated about the 
progress of the RAFALE program. 

On Monday, March 29, 2021, the General Director 
of the GDDIA, Lieutenant General (rtd) Theodoros 
Lagios (HAF): 

a. Visited 118 Mont-de-Marsan Base “Aerienne
118 Military Base”.

b. Was informed about the progress of the
RAFALE program.

c. Participated in a test flight with a RAFALE
fighter.

d. Held a meeting and discussed with the
personnel of the Hellenic Air Force who are trained
in the new RAFALE fighter.

e. Met with the Senior Vice President - Military
Export Contracts of Dassault Aviation Company, Mr.
Stéphane Cianfarani and the Senior Executive Vice-
President International of Dassault Aviation
Company, Mr. Richard Lavaud.  During both
meetings issues of common interest were
discussed.

g. Met with the CEO of Dassault Aviation, Mr. Éric
Trappier, at the company's headquarters in Pari.
During the meeting issues of common interest were
discussed and views were exchanged. The meeting
took place in an atmosphere of friendship and trust,
confirming the mutual willingness, for further
development, of the cooperation of the two
countries in the field of defence industry.

On 25 January 2021, in Athens, Eric Trappier, 
Chairman and CEO of Dassault Aviation, and 
Theodoros Lagios, Director General of Armament 
and Investments of the Greek Ministry of Defense, 
signed in Athens, in the presence of Mrs. Florence 
Parly, French Minister of the Armed Forces, and Mr. 
Nikolaos Panagiotopoulos, Greek Minister of 
National Defense, two contracts respectively for the 
acquisition of 18 Rafale aircraft and for the 
associated logistic support. 



The order for 18 Rafale includes 12 Rafale recently 
in service with the French Air Force and 6 new 
Rafale produced at Dassault Aviation plants. 

To meet the urgent need of the Greek authorities, 
the deliveries of aircraft will begin in the summer of 
2021 and will be spread over two years. 

The logistic support contract will support the 
Hellenic Air Force Rafale’s air activity over four and 
a half years, maintaining the availability of 
equipment and systems at the highest level. 

The arrival of the Rafale in Greece 
highlights the quality of the strategic 
relationship between Greece and 
France and the continuation of more 
than forty-five years of solid 
partnership with Dassault Aviation and 
its industrial partners Thales and 
Safran. 

As with the Mirage F1 in 1974, the 
Mirage 2000 in 1985 and finally the 
Mirage 2000-5 in 2000, the Rafale is an 
opportunity to launch new 
cooperation’s with the Greek 
aerospace industry. 

“Greece is a leading European partner, 
a major member of NATO and a 
special partner of France, with which 

Dassault Aviation has stood steadfastly by its side 
for more than 45 years. The continuity of our 
presence in Greece, even in the most difficult times, 
is a token of the quality of this relationship. That is 
why I am proud and happy to sign today this 
contract, which symbolizes the extension of the 
commitment of Dassault Aviation towards Greece 
since 1974. I would like to thank the Greek 
authorities for their renewed confidence in us. I 
assure them of our total mobilization to achieve the 
objectives that are defined”, said Eric Trappier, 
Chairman and CEO of Dassault Aviation. 



Arquus delivers 

the 2,000th VT4 

to the French 

Army 
On December 16, 2020, Arquus delivered the 
2000th VT4 to the French defense procurement 
agency, the DGA. This major milestone in the 
program validates the measures implemented by 
Arquus and the DGA to ensure the continuity of 
production for the forces despite the health crisis 
that marked the year 2020. A little more than two 
years after the first vehicles were handed over to the 
12th Régiment de Cuirassiers, nearly half of the 
VT4s planned under the program have been made 
available to the forces.  

These first two years of service also confirm the 
resilience of the organization put in place by Arquus 
to support the vehicles, with an uptime of more than 
95% at all times, in line with commitments. 

The VT4 is now present in units throughout France, 
both in mainland France and in French overseas 
departments and territories, from French Guyana to 
the Pacific. With its high performance and its 
versatility, the VT4 proves its qualities every day in 
all terrains and situations. A total of 4,380 VT4s are 
scheduled to equip the armed forces, including 
3,980 for the French Army. 2,380 vehicles are still 
to be produced at the Arquus site in Saint-Nazaire. 

The VT4s have recently undergone their first 
external operation with a deployment in Lebanon as 
part of Operation Friendship. Within the 
Groupement Terrestre Ventoux, VT4s have 
contributed to missions in support of the population, 
including liaison and transportation of personnel and 
equipment. 



At the beginning of the crisis and in compliance with 
health regulations, dedicated Arquus teams 
remained on the Saint-Nazaire site to complete the 
finalization work and hand over the vehicles to the 
forces. These teams notably enabled two batches of 
100 vehicles each to be presented at the height of 
the crisis, at the end of March 2020, to the DGA's 
quality department. Twenty of these vehicles were 
urgently delivered to the RMED (Régiment Médical, 
Medical Regiment) in La Valbonne as part of the 
deployment of a field hospital in Alsace. Deliveries 
of VT4s were therefore able to continue normally 
throughout 2020. 

In December, Arquus was able to deliver the 10th 
batch of 100 vehicles to the DGA for 2020, for a total 
of 1,001 VT4s delivered over the year, in line with 
commitments. These vehicles were delivered to the 
armed forces by the DGA. They were immediately 
put to use during the missions carried out by the 
Army on national territory during Operation 
Resilience. 

The VT4 is a light, versatile, non-armored 4x4 
command and liaison vehicle designed to carry five 
soldiers or four FELIN-equipped operators. It is 
intended for internal operations (Sentinel, training), 
or for external operations in stabilized conflict 
zones. 

The VT4 production line unites the efforts of 46 
people at the Saint-Nazaire site, both on the line 
itself and in preparation. With the involvement of the 
design, support and logistics teams, the VT4 
program represents a total of 150 jobs for Arquus in 
the Saint-Nazaire and Versailles employment 
areas. 

This industrial performance also relies on the 96 
Arquus suppliers involved in this program, including 
many French companies. Arquus implemented 
comprehensive measures from the very beginning 
of the crisis, in conjunction with its partners and the 

DGA, to secure supplies and ensure the 
continuity of its logistics flows. The VT4 
program also involves the company's 
entire support network, present 
throughout France. 

One of the major new features of the VT4 
program is its support system, which is 
fully integrated and innovative, with a firm 
commitment of 95% uptime across the 
entire fleet. This commitment has been 
met at all times during these first two 
years of VT4 service. To ensure this 
availability, Arquus has a unique network 
of dealerships and service points in 
France. 

With more than 310 points in France 
alone, this network is as close as possible 
to the forces, with one point less than 
50km from the location of each regiment, 

including overseas. It provides technical visits to the 
armies' VT4 fleets, with guaranteed assistance 24 
hours a day, 7 days a week. This territorial network 
and unique proximity allow for optimal 
responsiveness in the service of the forces. 

Within the framework of VT4 support, Arquus is able 
to quickly mobilize teams to intervene in the shortest 
possible time, directly on user sites. This system 
has already proven its ability to support the French 
Army by enabling several thousand technical 
actions and numerous configuration changes, 
guaranteeing the security of the forces, the 
availability of equipment and the optimization of the 
vehicles' potential. 

The network of service points involved in supporting 
the VT4 has access to Arquus' online spare parts 
store, ELEMENTS. This webshop, launched in 
2019, integrates the complete catalog of the VT4 
ranges. VT4 spare parts and components have 
been centralized on the Garchizy logistics platform 
since the beginning of 2019. The stock covers 2,400 
references, which can be delivered as quickly as 
possible to the entire network of dealerships in 
France, and to support vehicles deployed outside 
France. 

As part of the VT4 program, Arquus also provides 
training for the armed forces. These training courses 
are designed to help soldiers discover and handle 
the vehicle in the best possible conditions, as well 
as master off-road driving of the VT4. The training is 
available in e-learning, with a vehicle discovery 
module and 14 modules to develop vehicle support 
skills. 

Arquus also provides VT4 maintenance training 
sessions for dealers to ensure the efficiency of the 
entire support network. These sessions are 
organized at the Saint-Nazaire site or directly at the 
dealership. 



IAI and Thales in the 

UK Combine to Offer 

Next Generation   

Ship-Killing Solution 

for the Royal Navy 

Israel Aerospace Industries (IAI) and THALES in the 
UK have joined forces to offer SEA SERPENT as a 
compelling solution to equip the Royal Navy’s Type 
23 frigates with an anti-ship and anti-surface missile 
that can match and overmatch a rapidly expanding 
range and intensity of current and emerging threats. 
The SEA SERPENT delivers an agile, highly 
penetrative, combined anti-ship and land attack 
capability at ranges significantly in excess of 200 
km. It deploys an innovative RF seeker head and a 
sophisticated data analysis and weapon control 
system to provide precise target detection, 
discrimination and classification. It overcomes both 
kinetic counter-fire and electronic countermeasures 
of increasing sophistication, so that the missile can 
locate and attack its target in littoral, open-ocean 
and overland environments.  

It is especially designed to prevail in contested, 
congested and confusing situations characterised 
by large numbers of decoys, disrupted reality and 
heavy electronic interference, as well as clutter from 
land and false returns. In fast-moving situations, 
SEA SERPENT incorporates mid-course updates 
from real-time ISTAR feeds and the ability to re-task 
in flight, especially in cooperative engagements and 
distributed sensor-and-shooter networks. 

As the most advanced ship-launched anti-surface 
missile in the free world, SEA SERPENT also offers 
significant Military Off-the-Shelf Solution (MOTS) 
advantages in terms of cost, time-to-procurement, 
entry into operational service and risk reduction. 
Benchmarked against the need to defeat the most 
sophisticated platforms and technologies, SEA 
SERPENT has been developed in parallel with 
similar missile systems in service with the Israeli 
Navy and was selected to provide powerful strike 
capabilities for Finland’s SSM2020 programme. 
These systems are based on the heritage of the 
GABRIEL family of surface-to-surface missiles. 
SEA SERPENT has already demonstrated an 
impressive Next Day capacity to deal with emerging 
threats, as well as the technological flexibility for 
further growth and development. 

IAI looks forward to partnering with THALES in the 
UK’s proven track record of delivering complex 
sensor and weapon solutions for the Royal Navy 
and other navies. 

Both companies are fully committed to maximising 
UK prosperity and creating employment and 
investment opportunities. The IAI/THALES in the 
UK solution for SEA SERPENT will concentrate on 
utilising UK industry content and expertise for initial 
delivery, through-life maintenance and support, as 
well as future development and upgrade options. 
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MBDA to supply new 

Teseo Mk2/E anti-ship 

system to Italian Navy 

MBDA will provide the Italian Navy with the new 
Teseo Evolved Weapon System, namely Teseo 
Mk2/E. This new generation system builds on the 
legacy Teseo family, known worldwide as 
OTOMAT, and will bring a substantial 
improvement in anti-ship capabilities. Teseo 
Mk2/E will efficiently engage both sea and land 
targets at very long range, with full mission control 
throughout the missile flight. The system will have 
an innovative integrated mission planning and a 
new RF seeker, with options for additional features 
and capabilities in the future. 

Teseo Mk2/E is the answer to evolving threats that 
generate the need to evolve operational 
requirements. This solution is the result of joint 
MBDA and Italian Navy technical and programme 
activities over the past three years that matured 
the concept of this advanced system. 

The Teseo Mk2/E missile system will equip the 
next generation destroyer (DDX) and could 
replace the previous Mk2/A version onboard 
FREMM and Horizon class frigates. The new multi-
purpose Offshore Patrol Vessels (PPA - 
Pattugliatori Polivalenti d'Altura), currently in 
production, are already fit for Teseo Mk2/E 
installation in future.  

In the anti-ship weapon market Teseo Mk2/E will 
represent a new standard with its very high 
performance and will be ready to be tailored for 
international requirements. 

Eric Béranger, CEO of MBDA, declared: “I want 
here to give a special thanks to Italian Navy, 
governmental and all MBDA teams who worked 
hard, also against all disruptions created by the 
pandemic, to bring this important contract to life. 
MBDA Group considers Teseo Mk2/E as a major 
programme and will be fully committed to the 
successful outcome of this new development. The 
new Teseo Mk2/E builds on a product line that is 
well recognised around the world and will support 
long into the future, the attractiveness of our naval 
products on export markets". 

Lorenzo Mariani, Executive Group Director Sales 
and Business Development and Managing 
Director MBDA Italia, declared: “The Teseo Mk2/E 
has been defined and designed thanks to an 
intense collaboration between the Italian Navy and 
MBDA. This new anti-ship missile will mark a step 
change in the OTOMAT/Teseo family, keep up 
with ever evolving threats and feature advanced 
functions to support the Italian Navy operations 
that will significantly increase the flexibility and 
operational value of the Italian Navy surface ships 
that will be equipped with it. This contract will also 
help sustain high level skills in a domain of 
excellence of the Italian defence industry and will 
contribute to guarantee the sustainability of our 
company and its suppliers, as well as its Italian 
employment levels in the years to come”. 



MBDA’s Sea Ceptor 

ordered for Canadian 

Surface Combatant 

MBDA has been awarded a contract by Lockheed 
Martin Canada to equip the Royal Canadian 
Navy's new Canadian Surface Combatant (CSC) 
with the Sea Ceptor air defence weapon system. 

Utilising the Common Anti-air Modular Missile 
(CAMM) as its effector, Sea Ceptor will undertake 
the Close-In Air Defence System (CIADS) role on-
board the new CSC frigates. 

Sea Ceptor provides exceptional self-defence 
performance, with a rapid response time and a 
high rate of fire to defeat multiple threats 
simultaneously. Its state-of-the-art Soft Vertical 
Launch (SVL) technology enables full 360° 
coverage with close range performance normally 
only associated with trainable launcher systems. 
Sea Ceptor will be integrated with Lockheed Martin 
Canada’s Combat Management System 330 
(CMS 330) as part of a multi-tier air defence 
capability. The CAMM missiles will be quad 
packed in Lockheed Martin’s Extensible Launcher 
System (ExLS), which is part of the Mk41 family of 
vertical launcher systems. 

MBDA’s role on CSC will create a positive impact 

on the Canadian defence industry and its supply 
chain through Canada’s Industrial and 
Technological Benefits (ITB) policy. This contract 
will bring significant investment by MBDA in 
research and development to Canada across a 
wide range of technologies, such as artificial 
intelligence, cyber security and advanced 
materials.  

This investment will be made across small and 
medium-sized enterprises (SMEs), academia and 
other key industries across Canada, supporting 
high technology jobs.   

In addition, the CSC program will further 
strengthen the partnership between MBDA and 
Lockheed Martin Canada, which has already seen 
Sea Ceptor and CMS330 providing world-class air 
defence capabilities to the Royal New Zealand 
Navy and the Chilean Navy. 

Éric Béranger, CEO of MBDA, said: “We are 
delighted to be awarded this contract, and to play 
a part in contributing to such an important 
programme to Canada. Sea Ceptor delivers next 
generation technology that will help protect the 
men and women of the Royal Canadian Navy as 
they carry out their missions around the world on-
board the advanced new CSC frigates.” 



Naval Group delivers the 

FREMM DA frigate 

Alsace: first 

multimissions frigate 

with enhanced air 

defence capabilities 

The 16th April 2021 in Toulon, in presence of the 
French Minister of the Armed forces Florence Parly, 
Naval Group delivered the FREMM DA Alsace, in 
accordance with its schedule commitments and 
expected performances. Intended for the French 
navy, Alsace is the first of the two air defence 
frigates with enhanced air defence capabilities and 
the seventh FREMM multimissions frigate ordered 
by OCCAr(1) for the French defence procurement 
agency (Direction générale de l’armement - DGA) 
for the French Navy 

FREMM DA Alsace is the first frigate with enhanced 
air defence capabilities. Her role will be the air 
defence of major units such as the Charles de 
Gaulle aircraft carrier, or that of PHA-type landing 
helicopter docks, within the framework of a naval air 
and amphibious group. 

Despite the health crisis, the FREMM DA Alsace is 
delivered on schedule by Naval Group and its 
industrial partners. Benefiting from the experience 
acquired on other FREMM frigates already 
delivered, she also incorporates several capability 
upgrades in response to rapidly changing 
technologies (communications, cyber defense, 
etc.). 

The main milestones of FREMM DA Alsace 

• February 2018: Key laying of the first block
• April 2019: Floating out of construction

dock
• October 2020: First sea trial
• 16 April 2021: Delivery in Toulon

An industrial success that mobilises the skills 
of the entire naval industry 

The FREMM program moblises many skills and 
hundreds different trades including architects, 
welders, mechanics, systems engineers, etc. 

Like the other units of the FREMM series, Alsace 
represents around three million working hours from 
conception to delivery, half of these working hours 
are provided by Naval Group sites. In addition to 
Lorient where the frigate is designed and 
assembled, Toulon-Ollioules and Paris-Bagneux 
are also involved for the combat system, Nantes-
Indret for the propulsion, Angoulême-Ruelle for 
equipment, and Saint-Tropez for underwater 
weapons. 

The other half of the work hours is accounted for by 
Naval Group's partners and subcontractors. Indeed, 
the FREMM program benefits from the best 
equipment on the market and calls on a large 
number of companies, including Thales, MBDA, 
Sagem, Jeumont, MTU, Oto Melara and Avio. 

Alsace will be based in Toulon, where the teams of 
the Services Department will deploy all their 
industrial resources and skills to ensure the 
operational availability of this ship. 

“We are very pleased to be here in Toulon for the 
delivery, on schedule despite the health crisis, of 
this first FREMM multimissions frigate with 
enhanced air defence capabilities. I would like to 
express Naval Group's gratitude to our clients, who 
have placed their trust in us and are working with us 
on a daily basis to build these versatile frigates. 
Alsace has the same exceptional anti-submarine 
capabilities as the previous units of the FREMM 
series but with this new version, the French Navy 
will benefit from strengthened air defence 
capabilities, in accordance with the commitments of 
the military programming law,” Pierre Eric 
Pommellet, Naval Group chairman and CEO. 



A ten frigates program 

Since 2005, when OCCAR entrusted Naval Group 
the industrial production of the FREMM program for 
France, Naval Group has built nine ships, seven for 
the French Navy and two for the Royal Moroccan 
Navy and the Egyptian Navy, respectively. The 
eighth and last FREMM DA for France is scheduled 
in 2022. 

• Aquitaine:  2012
• Mohammed VI for the Royal Moroccan

Navy: 2014
• Provence: 2015
• Tahya Misr: for the Egyptian Navy: 2015
• Languedoc: 2016
• Auvergne:  2017
• Bretagne: 2018
• Normandie:  2019
• Alsace:  2021
• Lorraine: 2022

FREMM DA Alsace uses the most advanced 
weapon systems and equipment 

Heavily armed like all FREMM frigates, Alsace was 
designed to answer the operational requirements of 
the French Navy. She benefits from the continuous 
evolution intrinsic to the FREMM program to 
incorporate the latest technological innovations and 
integrates the latest developments ordered by 
OCCAR, according to an unchanged delivery 
schedule. 

The architecture of the first units of the FREMM 
series designed by Naval Group has been retained. 
What characterises the FREMM Alsace is her 
increased anti-air warfare capabilities. 

The FREMM DA uses the most advanced weapons 
systems and equipment, such as the Herakles 
multifunction radar, the Aster 15 and 30 and Exocet 
MM 40 missiles and the MU 90 torpedoes. Like the 
other units of the FREMM series, she carries the 
NH90 helicopter (Caïman Marine), whose use is 
supported by the SAMAHE® system supplied by 
Naval Group. 

The performances of her combat system are 
strengthened with increased radar and 
communication capabilities, a new radar and 
electro-optical fire control system as well as Naval 
Group SETIS® Combat Management System 
equipped with specific air defence functions. 

FREMM DA Technical features  

• Overall length: 142 metres
• Width: 20 metres
• Displacement: 6000 tons
• Maximum speed: 27 knots
• Accommodation capacity: 165 peoples
• Autonomy: 6000 nautical miles at 15 knots

FREMM DA Weapons systems 

All units of the FREMM series with enhanced air 
defence capability can deploy: 

• 8 anti-ships missiles Excocet MM40 Block 3
• 32 missiles Aster in vertical launch system

Sylver®
• 1 main naval-gun 76 mm
• 4 machine guns 12.7 mm
• 19 MU90 torpedoes
• 1 Caïman naval warfare helicopter
• 2 Narwhal 20-mm remotely operated naval

weapon



Leonardo and CAE 
team up to support 
International Flight 
Training School in 
Italy 

On 29 March 2021, Leonardo and CAE today 
announced the two companies have created a joint 
venture called Leonardo CAE Advanced Jet 
Training Srl to support the operations of the 
International Flight Training School (“IFTS”) in Italy. 
The joint venture will provide training support 
services, including full maintenance and operation 
of the M-346 aircraft and its ground-based training 
system, as well as operation of IFTS base facilities. 

The IFTS, a unique partnership between the Italian 
Air Force (ItAF) and Leonardo, has been created to 
deliver a comprehensive lead-in to fighter training to 
the Italian Air Force and foreign customers. The 
IFTS advanced training program, based on the 
Phase IV of the Italian Air Force syllabus, can rely 
on the M-346 ground-based training system, 
including the advanced full-mission simulator jointly 
developed by Leonardo and CAE. 

The IFTS is currently located at 61st Wing - Galatina 
(Apulia Region - South Italy) Italian Air Force Base 
and will be relocate, starting from 2022, to 
Decimomannu Italian Air Force Base (Sardinia 
Region – South Italy) where a groundbreaking 
ceremony was held in December 2020 to formally 
begin construction on a modern flight training 
campus. 

“Our commitment to deliver to the IFTS customers a 
best-in-class training capability is further 
demonstrated by the choice of CAE as our IFTS 
partner. The joint venture represents the ideal 
framework to further leverage our successful 
collaboration on the M-346 ground-based training 
system, while ensuring us the agility and flexibility to 
meet challenging and tailored customer 
requirements,” said Leonardo Aircraft Division 
Managing Director, Marco Zoff. “Leonardo, CAE 
and the Italian Air Force’s world-renowned 
excellence will guarantee advanced top level 
training for the modern air forces at reduced cost in 
order to satisfy a growing demand in advanced flight 
training.” 

The industrial partnership between Leonardo and 
CAE in the form of the joint venture will manage and 
conduct the day-to-day operations of the IFTS. The 

IFTS will operate a fleet of 22 M-346 advanced jet 
trainers, an aircraft that features a range of 
embedded training capabilities enabling extensive 
live, virtual and constructive training. Training will be 
delivered by a cadre of active-duty Italian Air Force 
and highly experienced international former military 
instructor pilots. 
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meeting was the presentation of the
company’s proposal regarding satellite
communications. Orbit Communication
Systems Ltd. develops, manufactures and
supplies a wide range of superior
performance communications equipment
and communications solutions to serve
Airborne, Maritime and Ground
applications.
Over 60 years of experience and a
large installed base worldwide place Orbit as
a world provider of innovative Maritime
Satellite Communications, Tracking
& Telemetry Systems and Communication
Management Solutions.

LOCKHEED MARTIN

On 24 January 2011, representatives of
LOCKHEED MARTIN made a presentation
in the Hellenic National Defence General
Staff regarding Airborne ISR Capabilities.
Representatives from various responsible
Bodies of HNDGS, HAGS, HNGS, HAFGS
attended the presentation.

RHODES & SCHWARZ

On 25 January 2011, a meeting took place at
the Hellenic Navy General Staff between
competent officers from the General Staff
and representatives of the German company
RHODES & SCHWARZ . The aim of the
meeting was the presentation of the
company’s proposal regarding applications
for the Hellenic Navy’s Meko Class frigate
upgrade project.

AEROPRECISION

On 26 January 2011, a meeting took place
at the Hellenic Air Force’s Support
Command between competent staff officers
and representatives of the US company
AEROPRECISION. The aim of the meeting
was the presentation of the company’s
proposal regarding logistic support of the
Hellenic Air Force aicrafts.
Aero Precision supports military aircraft,
helicopters, ships, submarines, ground

systems, avionics, electronic systems, and a
range of other defense products. Aero
Precision takes a leading role in joint
country programs for military aircraft. Aero
Precision is the premier logistic support
organization for customers’ specific needs
and provides specific solutions to their
needs, and offering the spares, repair and
overhaul services, training, test stands and
technical manuals. Aero Precision have
agreements with companies like Crane
Aerospace, Hamilton Sundstrand,
Honeywell, CEF & Texstars.

LMATTS LLC

On 27 January 2011 a meeting took place at
the premises of the General Directorate for
Defense Investment and Armaments,
between a Greek delegation headed by the
General Director Mr. Dimitrios
Georgiopoulos and Mr. Antonio Di Stefano,
Director Contract LMATTS LLC and Mr.
Massimo Ghione Marketing & Commercial
Senior Vice President, Alenia Aeronautica
S.p.A. The aim of the meeting was to
discuss issues related to 004G/2003 and
04/03, offsets contarcts. Launched in 1997,
the C-27J Spartan tactical transport aircraft
incorporates the same propulsion system and
advanced avionics as the C-130J Hercules
Transporter. The C-27J has been developed
by Lockheed Martin Alenia Tactical
Transport Systems (LMATTS). LMATTS is
a joint venture company based in Marietta,
Georgia, which was set up by Lockheed
Martin and Alenia Aeronautica, which is
part of the Finmeccanica company of Italy.

General Electric Military Propulsion
Systems

On 27 January 2011, a meeting took place
at the Hellenic Navy General Staff between
competent officers from the General Staff
and representatives of the company General
Electric Military Propulsion Systems. The
aim of the meeting was the presentation of
the company’s proposal regarding LM2500
marine gas turbine for the for the Hellenic
Navy’ Meko Class frigate upgrade project.




